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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This study was undertaken as part of a program designed to acquire 
more knowledge about the closed shell regions Z=50 and N=82. To accom-
1^8 138 plish this end, the decays of 14.2-minute Xe to 32.2-minute Cs and 
the subsequent decay of '^^Cs to stable '^^Ba were studied. Decay 
energies of these nuclei were measured by means of beta-gamma coincidence 
experiments, and level schemes for '^^Cs and supported by Ge(Li)-
Ge(Li) coincidence experiments, are proposed. Interpretation of these 
level schemes is made using a shell-model basis. 
Examination of the nuclei studied here is especially interesting 
1 38 from a shell-model viewpoint. Ba is semi-magic inasmuch as its neu­
trons fill the N=82 shell leaving only the six protons outside of the 
closed shell at Z=50 to be considered in most shell-model calculations. 
The shell-model states available outside of the Z-50 shell are the Ig^yg' 
2dgy2* 2dgy2' 2^1/2' '^^11/2 orbltals. The first four of these states 
have positive parity, the Ih^^yg state has negative parity, and the Ig^yg 
and 2d^y2 states appear to be located several MeV below the other states. 
Added insight about these states is possible from an accurate determina-
1 38 tlon of the Ba level scheme. 
A shell-model calculation using configuration mixing of the Ig^yg 
and 2d^^2 protons in the form of a delta interaction will be presented 
later in this work. Other shell-model calculations have been quite 
1 38 
successful in the explanation of the Ba level scheme, with the most 
complete calculation done by Wildenthal (1) whose results also will be 
presented later. 
2 
The other level scheme studied is the one for the excited states 
138 in Cs, an odd-odd nucleus with one neutron outside the neutron closed 
shell at N=82 and five protons outside of the proton closed shell at Z=50. 
Most measurements to date indicate that the extra neutron occupies the 
I 38 2fyy2 orbital when the Cs nucleus is in its ground state. Present 
1 38 theories have not been as successful in this case as with the Ba ex­
cited states, but a discussion of the neutron-proton configurations re­
sponsible for excited states in this nucleus will be made. 
1 38 A. Previous Work on the Decay of Cs 
and the Levels in i^OBa 
The first experiments on the A=I38 activities, which are the subject 
of this work, were performed in the late 1930's and early 1940's. These 
early experiments centered about the identification of radioactive iso­
topes produced in fission. Determination of half-life was one of the 
main tools in this identification, and various researchers including Aten, 
Bakker, and Heyn (2), Hahn and Strassmann (3), Seelmann-Eggebert (4), 
and Glasoe and Steigman (5) observed xenon activity with a half-life of 
approximately 17 minutes, and cesium activity with a half-life of approxi­
mately 33 minutes. 
Spectroscopic studies began in the late 1940's and early 1950's. 
One of these early spectroscopic experiments was executed by Langer, 
1 38 Duffleld, and Stanley (6) using samples of Cs that were chemically 
separated from the other fission products to perform both beta-ray and 
gamma-ray spectroscopy. With the aid of a ten-channel Nal(Tl) scintilla­
tion spectrometer, gamma rays with energies of 0.46, O.98, and 1.44 MeV 
3 
were observed. The beta-ray spectrum was measured with a magnetic lens 
spectrometer and found to have an endpoint energy of 3.4 MeV. Beta-gatrena 
coincidence absorption experiments showed that the most intense beta-rays 
were in coincidence with the i.44-MeV gamma ray, yielding a Q-value of 
4.84 MeV. Gamma-gamma coincidence experiments showed the 0.46- and 0.98-
MeV gamma rays to be in coincidence with the 1.44-MeV gamma ray. Another 
early spectroscopy experiment was made by Thulin (7). Thiilin studied 
mass-separated sources and found seven gamma rays attributed to the decay 
138 138 
of Cs and four gamma rays attributed to the decay of Xe and pro-
1 38 posed a level scheme for Ba with levels at 1.44, 1.90, 2.425, and 4.11 
MeV. 
Bunker, Duffield, Mize, and Starner (8) performed the most complete 
early spectroscopic study. This group used chemical means to obtain pure 
samples of '^^Cs from the fission product ^^^Xe. Using beta-ray and gamma-
ray scintillation spectrometers and a l4l-gauss, l80-degree permanent-
magnet spectrograph, they found twelve gamma rays which were placed in a 
level scheme with seven excited states at 1.426, 1.89, 2.21, 2.30, 2.44, 
2.63, and 3.34 MeV. Bunker el^ confirmed this level scheme with gamma-
gamma coincidence experiments and also measured conversion electrons, 
beta-gamma coincidences, and the gamma-gamma angular correlation between 
the 1.010- and the 1.426-MeV gamma rays. These measurements suggested 
that the spin of the 2.44-MeV level was 3. Although in recent years, 
with the advent of Ge(Li) detectors, more gamma rays have been observed 
in this decay and with much greater precision, this early level scheme 
remains the skeleton about which the other levels are built. 
4 
During the I960's many reaction experiments were performed to study 
1 38 the Ba nucleus including scattering, Coulomb excitation, proton trans­
fer, deuteron stripping, and thermal neutron capture experiments. The 
earliest inelastic scattering experiments were reported by Cohen and 
1 58 P r i c e  (9)  who studied the (d,d') reaction on Ba and by Hansen and 
1 38 Nathan (10) who studied the (a,o') reaction on Ba. It should be 
pointed out that scattering experiments have a tendency to excite the 
quadrupole 2^ and octupole 3 vibrational states. Cohen and Price re­
ported the octupole state at approximately 2.83 MeV, and Hansen and 
Nathan reported the quadrupole state at approximately 1.42 MeV. Later 
Zaidi, Brentano, Rieck, and Wurm (11) studied the (p,p') reaction on 
1 38 Ba, and Alster, Martens, and Alpert (12) studied the (a,a') reaction 
1 38 
on Ba. Zaidi et al. reported the quadrupole vibrational state at 
1.426 MeV and another state at 1.89 MeV, Alster et al. reported the 
quadrupole and octupole vibrational states plus seven other less strongly 
excited states. Christensen and Yang (13) used the (p,p') reaction on 
'^^Ba to search for excited 0^ states. Such states were seen in '^^Ce, 
142 144 Nd, and Sm by observing the spectra of high-energy conversion 
1 38 
electrons, but no such state was reported in Ba. Very recently 
1 38 Barker and Hiebert (14) studied the (a,a') reaction on Ba, and Larson, 
1 38 Austin, Wildenthal, and Fox (15) studied the (p,p') reaction on Ba. 
Barker and Hiebert reported seven excited states and their associated 
spins, and Larson et al., reported eighteen excited states and many of the 
associated spins. These energies will be given later in comparison with 
those found in this work. 
5 
Elastic scattering experiments were done by Andreev, Vasil'ev, 
Gusinskii, Erokhina, and Lemberg (16), and by Alkhazov, Andreev, Vasil'ev, 
Gangrskii, Lenterg, and Udralov (17). Andreev e^ al_. used heavy ions to 
Coulomb excite the 1.43-MeV level and to measure its B(E2) strength. In 
spite of a problem with gamma-ray background from lighter impurities in 
2 
- the barium target, they found a B(E2) for the 1.43-MeV level of 0.38e x 
10 cm^ with 30-percent accuracy and the half-life for this state to be 
1.8 X 10 seconds. Alkhazov et al. later measured the B(E2) and the 
half-life of the 1.43-MeV level to be 0.27e^ x 10 cm^ and 2.6 x 10 
seconds, respectively. 
The other reaction experiments involved a particle interchange and 
had more of a tendency to excite the single-particle levels. Sorensen, Lin, 
and Cohen (l8) and Fulmer, McCarthy and Cohen (19) did deuteron stripping 
1 ^ 7 1 *^8 
reactions, Ba(d,p) Ba, but were only able to detect the ground state 
1 ^ 8 
of Ba. They did look at other nuclei close to the N=82 shell and ob­
tained information about the shell structure outside of this closed shell. 
Fulmer et al. reports the relative energies of the neutron single-
particle states 2fyy2' Spgyg' ^^5/2' ^^S/2* 3P]/2 be 0.0, 0.88, 
1.88, 1.9, and 2.25 MeV respectively. 
The mean-life of the 1.89-MeV state was measured by Currle (20) to 
be 3.13 +0.11 nanoseconds which is eight times longer than the single-
particle estimate. The measurement was executed by measuring coincidences 
between the beta particles and the 463-keV transition seen in the decay 
of '38cs. 
Morrison, Williams, Nolen, and Ehrenstein (21) studied the structure 
6 
of neutron particle-hole states in the closed neutron shell, N=82. The 
states were observed in the decay of isobaric analog resonances formed 
in the '^^Ba+p reaction, in the ^^^Ba(d,p)^^^Ba deuteron stripping re-
137 
action, and In isobaric analog resonances formed in the Bafp reaction. 
Six energy levels along with their associated spin and parity assignments 
were reported with energies in the range of three to four MeV. The 
particle states were predominantly Zf^yg states with some Sp^yg ^nd 3p^y2 
admixture In the three highest energy states. The hole states were 
predominantly Zd^yg ^^1/2 states. 
9 O  
Two groups used (d, He) or ( He,d) reactions to extract spectroscopic 
1 38 information about the Ba nucleus. Wlldenthal, Newman, and Auble (22) 
1 38 
used both reactions on Ba to find occupation probabilities for proton 
1 38 
orbits in the ground state of Ba. They found the ground state to be 
predominantly Ig^yg with small admixtures of Zd^yg and Ih^^yg. Jones, 
1^9 3 1 Borgman, Hecht, Bardwick, and Parkinson (23) used the La(d, He) Ba 
reaction to determine the spectroscopic information for eight levels at 
0.0, 1.43, 1.89, 2.09, 2.21, 2.31, 2.41, and 2.47 MeV. They found the 
first three levels to be Ig^yg and the last two levels to be The 
other three levels were found to be predominantly Ig^yg with some 2dgy2 
admixture. Jones et al. also presented a shell-model calculation using 
a pseudo spin-orbit coupling scheme. 
1 38 The information from reaction experiments on Ba is completed with 
137 138 two thermal-neutron capture experiments, Ba (n,Y) Ba, that recently 
provided important information to add to the level scheme developed by 
Bunker. It should be mentioned that different level feeding is expected 
7 
137 138 from the compound nucleus Ba+n than îs found in the decay of Cs. 
138 The main mode of decay for Cs is through the level at 2.44 MeV in 
138 Ba while the main mode of decay for the compound nucleus is through the 
octupole state at 2.88 MeV. With the aid of a Ge(Li) detector and 
Ge(Li)-NaI(T1) coincidences, 91 gamma rays were identified by Mariscotti, 
Gelletly, Moragues, and Kane (24), 15 of which were primary gamma-rays 
de-exciting the compound n u c l e u s .  These g a m m a  transitions were placed 
into a level scheme with 18 levels, which will be listed later in a 
comparison with those found in this work. Groshev, Dvoretskii, Demidov, 
and Rakhimov (25) found similar results although not as complete as those 
found by Mariscotti, et al. and these also will be listed later. 
At about the same time as the two thermal-neutron capture experi-
138 
ments were performed, three Ge(Li) studies of the Cs decay were made. 
138 Carlson, Schick, Talbert, and Wohn (26) reported the half-life of Cs 
to be 32.2 ^ 0.2 minutes, and Alvëger, Naumann, Retry, Sidenius, and 
Thomas (27) measured energies and intensities for nine gamma rays observed 
138 in the Cs decay. Nagahara, Miyaji, Kurihara, Mizuno, and ishizuka (28) 
observed 3Î gamma-rays and placed them in a level scheme of 19 excited 
levels with the aid of Ge(Li)-Na1 (Tl) coincidence data. A list of these 
levels will be presented later. 
1 38 Very recent improvements on the Ba level scheme have been made by 
Carraz, Monnand, and Moussa (29) and by Hill and Fuller (30). information 
1 38 provided by Carraz £]_• is important also for the Xe decay since they 
found a high-spin (6 ), long-lived (2.9 minutes) isomeric state in the 
I 38 Cs level structure. They were able to see this high-spin low-energy 
8 
138 
state at 79-9 keV because they were using Cs samples that were direct 
138 fission products rather than daughter products of Xe. As with the 
138 
compound nucleus case discussed earlier, the levels in Ba are populated 
differently from this high-spin isomeric state than they are from the 
1 38 decay of the Cs ground state. One of the most important differences is 
that states at 2415-2 and 2090.7 keV are populated much more strongly than 
1 38 in the decay of the Cs ground state, enabling Carraz et al. to 
substantiate these levels. This group also measured the Q-value for the 
138 decay of Cs and found it to be 5.04 ^ 0.12 MeV as opposed to the 
earlier measurement of 4.84 MeV by Langer et_ al_. (6). 
1 38 Hill and Fuller (30) studied the decay of Cs samples that were 
daughter products of ^^^Xe and did not see the 6 isomeric state. They 
did observe 64 gamma-ray transitions and placed them in a level scheme 
with 31 levels supported by Ge(Li)-Nal(Tl) coincidence data. Of these 31 
( 38 levels, 14 had not been seen before in studies of the decay of the Cs 
ground state. 
The most recent work on this decay was done by Achterberg, Iglesias, 
Jech, Moragues, Otero, Pérez, Proto, Rossi, Scheuer, and Suérez (31). 
This group measured conversion coefficients for eleven transitions 
observed in the decay of '^^Cs. They verified that values for the 
1898- and 2445-keV levels are 4^ and 3^, respectively. They also found 
that values for the 2217- and 2307-keV levels are 1^ or 2^ and 3^ or 
4^, respectively, using their conversion measurements and the momentum 
transfers in the (^He,d) reaction measured by Jones et al. (23). These 
results agree fairly well with conversion coefficients measured by Paris 
9 
(32) using the TRISTAN on-line system. 
B. Previous Work on the Decay of '^^Xe and the Levels in ^^^Cs 
As mentioned above, some of the very early researchers measured the 
1 38 half-life of Xe. Thulin (7) performed the first spectroscopic study 
and observed four gamma-ray transitions with energies of 0.42, 0.51, 1.78, 
and 2.01 MeV using mass-separated sources. After Thulin, this decay was 
not studied for some time as the half-life and build-up of daughter 
activity prevented accurate measurements to be made. In 1967, a signifi­
cant experiment was performed by Stinson, Archer, Waddington, and Summers-
138 Gill (33) who measured the ground-state spin of Cs with an atomic beam 
apparatus. They found the ground-state spin to be 3- From coupling 
rules such as those due to Brennan and Bernstein (34), a ground state spin 
138 
of 6 is expected. Stinson et al. were also able to measure the Cs 
ground-state magnetic moment and found it to be 0.48 ^ 0.10 nuclear 
magnetons. 
1 38 Early in the I960's, spectroscopic studies on the Xe decay were 
renewed. The first such study was done by Ockenden and Tomlinson (35) 
using gas chromatographic techniques to separate krypton and xenon fission 
products. They observed six gamma-ray transitions with Nal(Tl) scintilla­
tion techniques but did not attempt to place them in a level scheme. 
Ovechkin and Demidovich (36) next found five gamma-ray transitions placing 
them in a level scheme with three excited states at 0.26, 0.42, and 2.0 
MeV. AlvSger e^ (27) published the first Ge(Li) measurements with a 
list of seven gamma-ray transitions. Tomura and Miyaji (37) followed 
with approximately the same list of gamma-ray energies and also a half-
10 
138 life measurement for the Xe decay of 14.2 +^0.1 minutes. 
Several level schemes based on Ge(Li) measurements have appeared 
recently. Nagahara, Tomura, Miyaji, Kurihara, and Mizuno (38) used Ge(Li) 
singles and Ge(Li)-Nal(T1) coincidences to develop a level scheme with 
levels at 15.4, 258.5, 411.4, 434.6 (or 450.0), 2028.4, and 2413.4 keV. 
The transition from the 15.4-keV level to the ground state was not ob­
served, but coincidence data Indicated that a level existed there. 
An on-line experiment by Achterberg, Iglesias, Jech, Moragues, 
Otero, Pérez, Proto, Rossi, Scheuer, and Suârez (39) also found this low-
lying level although they measured it to be at 15.7 keV. They also ob­
served another low-lying level at 10.8 keV. They actually observed the 
10.8-keV ground-state transition but did not see a transition from the 
15.7-keV level to either the 10.8-keV level or ground state. A level 
scheme was proposed containing 21 levels with 55 gamma-ray transitions and 
supported by Ge(Li)-Ge(Li) and Si(Li)-Ge(Li) coincidence measurements. 
Conversion electrons were observed with a Si(Li) detector and K-shell 
conversion coefficients calculated for six of the transitions. The con­
version measurements and log ft values for the various beta-ray transi­
tions were used to propose spins or possible spins for thirteen of the 
levels. The conversion work agrees with measurements made by Paris (32) 
using the TRISTAN system. 
The most recent work by Monnand, Brissot, Carraz, Crancon, Ristori, 
Schussler, and Moussa (40) produced similar results. Of the 62 gamma-
ray transitions observed, 47 were placed in a level scheme with 17 excited 
states. This group was able to observe the highly converted 4.9-keV 
n 
transition from the 15.7-keV level to the 10.8-keV level and obtained a 
rough measurement of its conversion coefficient. Conversion coefficients 
were also measured for the 10.8-, 153.9-, and 258.3~keV transitions. 
Although there was general agreement between the last two level scheme 
studies, there were some differences such as the placement of the extremely 
intense 434.5-keV transition. Monnand also measured the Q-value 
1 38 for the decay of Xe and found it to be 2.73 + 0.03 MeV. 
C. Motivation for this Study 
1 38 The Ba level scheme has been the object of a great number of ex­
perimental and theoretical studies. There are two important reasons why 
this level scheme has been the object of such a number of studies. There 
1 38 
are many means for studying the Ba level structure since it and several 
of its neighbors are stable, and accurate, complete information is 
1 38 
valuable from a shell-model viewpoint. The excited states in Ba are 
137 
attainable in deuteron stripping reactions on stable Ba, deuteron pick-
139 138 
up reactions on La, scattering experiments on stable Ba, and thermal-
137 
neutron capture by stable Ba. The excited states are also reached in 
1 38 the beta decay of Cs produced either directly in fission or as a 
1 38 daughter of the fission product Xe. The many means for studying this 
nucleus not only provide complete and accurate knowledge of this level 
scheme but also provide an excellent opportunity to compare the types of 
experiments and their results. 
138 Several good studies of the decay of Cs have been completed 
recently while this work was in progress, but this study was continued 
because it adds to the completeness and accuracy of the level scheme as 
12 
studied through beta decay. In most cases this work and the most recent 
other works (29,30,31) agree, giving assurance of the validity of the 
results. in other cases, this work provides information that in the other 
experiments was lacking and which had led to erroneous results, in the 
138 
case of a nucleus such as Ba, which has been the object of so much 
study, such information is valuable and needed. 
138 Although the level scheme for Cs does not lend itself to shell-
1 38 
model studies as well as the level scheme for Ba, it is also an impor­
tant nucleus from a shell-model viewpoint. Odd-odd nuclei are difficult 
to study, but the structure of ' Cs might lend itself to shell-model 
calculations. By studying N=82 nuclei, the proton interactions outside 
of Z=50 are being explained somewhat successfully with shell-model calcu-
1 38 lations. The N=83 Cs nucleus brings in only one extra neutron to add 
to the shell-model picture. Reliable calculations have not been performed, 
but the possibility of such calculations in this region is plausible. 
1 38 The Xe decay has been the object of two very recent experimental 
studies (39,40). Again, this work was continued because new insight 
might be gained. The information presented here does add significant in­
formation to the two recent studies, both in content and accuracy. 
13 
M. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 
A. TRISTAN On-Line System 
The TRISTAN on-line isotope separator system described preliminarily 
in the literature (41-43) was used to study the beta and subsequent gamma 
decays of ^^\e and This facility, outlined in Figure 1, is 
located at the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor and is ideal for studying 
the so-called inert gases and their daughters that are fission products 
235 
of U. The source of the fission products is approximately one gram 
of uranium in the form of uranyl stearate which is loaded into a container 
Q 
called a "ham can" and placed in a neutron flux of 3 x 10 thermal 
neutrons per cm per second at one of the reactor external beams. Of the 
fission products formed, only the inert gases are free to flow the two 
meters to the ion source of the separator. The other fission products 
are naturally trapped in the stearate or walls of the transport line. 
A f t e r  being ionized and extracted from the ion source, the inert 
gas ions are focused and accelerated through 50 to 60 kilovolts. A 90-
degree sector magnet separates the ions according to mass, and a slit 
placed at the focal plane of the magnet allows only one mass to be 
transmitted. This isotopically pure beam passes through a switching mag­
net which directs the beam down one of five ports. Most of the work 
reported here was done at one of the 45-degree ports where there is a 
moving tape collector (MTC). 
B. Isobaric Separation of A=138 Activities 
The ion beam was deposited onto aluminized mylar tape in the moving 
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Figure 1. The TRISTAN on-line separator system at the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor 
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tape collector which is shown in Figure 2. The mylar tape was moved be­
tween two different detector ports in various modes to emphasize the 
activity in question. Norman aj_. (44) described the daughter analysis 
system which controls these modes. The upper port of the MTC has 
positions from which the detectors can see the point of beam deposition 
to study parent activities. The tape was moved at a rate fast enough to 
carry daughter activity away from the detectors yet slow enough that a 
desirable count rate was established. A speed of 3.8 millimeters per 
1 38 
second provided an enhancement of the l4.2-minute Xe activity to the 
1 38 32.2 -mInute Cs activity of approximately 20. 
1 38 The lower port was used to study the Cs daughter activity. A 
sample was collected at the upper port where it was allowed to decay for 
a delay time which was long enough for the parent activity to decay away 
and then transported to the lower port for analysis during which time the 
next sample was collected and delayed at the upper port. A fresh sample 
was always available, and counting was almost continuous in this mode. 
In the case of A=138, a collect time of 2 minutes and a delay time of 70 
minutes provided 25 to 1 enrichment of '^^Cs activity over ^^^Xe activity. 
One experiment was done at the upper port with the tape stationary 
and the '^^Xe and activities in equilibrium to determine the per­
cent beta-feeding to low-lying levels in populated in the ^^^Xe 
decay. In order to have the activities in equilibrium, counting was not 
started until the sample had been collected for 3.5 hours. Counting and 
sample collection were then continued for 2 more hours giving a sample 
that was within 0.7 percent of being in equilibrium. 
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Figure 2. The on-line moving tape collector system 
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138 Another experiment was performed to study the Cs decay with the 
138 Xe activity eliminated completely by chemical separation. This pro-
138 
vided a very pure source to distinguish the Cs spectrum from that of 
1 38 Xe. The ion beam in this case was collected on a copper target housed 
in a collection chamber at one of the 22.5 degree ports of the switching 
magnet. The chemical separation was done off line by first dissolving 
the target in a nitric plus chloric acid solution to which two to three 
milligrams of cesium nitrate carrier was added. This solution was evapo-
138 
rated to dryness leaving the Cs, cesium carrier, and copper. The 
residue was again dissolved in the acid solution and dried to assure a 
pure sample. Water with two percent sodium tetraphenyl boron was added 
and the solution cooled. A centrifuge then separated the copper from 
138 the cesium carrier and Cs. Three sources were made from each target 
differing in strengths by a factor of about ten. Counting was begun 
immediately on the weakest source which was replaced by the next source 
after 1.5 hours which was in turn replaced by the strongest source after 
another 1.5 hours. The total run consisted of counting on six sources 
made from two targets. The "ham can" was not used to produce the fission 
235 products for this run. In this case a 200 milligram sample of U in 
the form of UO^ was inserted into a position next to the reactor core by 
means of a "fission product generator" (42). This was later replaced by 
the "ham can" to shorten transit times for the radioactive gases. 
C. Detectors and Electronics 
Several detectors were used for singles and coincidence experiments. 
1 38 Except in one early gamma-gamma coincidence experiment on the Xe decay 
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and the chemical separation experiment for which a pair of 30-cm trape­
zoidal Ge(Li) detectors was used, a pair of 60-cm^ true-coaxial Ge(Li) 
detectors was used for all gamma-ray counting. The efficiencies of these 
detectors, compared to a 7-6 centimeter by 7-6 centimeter Nal(Tl) crystal, 
were 9 percent and 11 percent, and the ratios of peak height to Compton 
plateau height for the two detectors were 28.0 and 34.2, respectively. A 
well-type scintillation detector made of Pilot B plastic with a depth of 
3.5 centimeters and capable of stopping 6-MeV beta particles was used on 
the beta side of the beta-gamma coincidence experiments. Low energy 
transitions were observed with a 1-cm^ Ge(Li) planar low-energy photon 
spectrometer and a 300mm x 3mm Si(Li) detector. 
State-of-the-art electronics were used in conjunction with these 
detectors in a standard detector, preamplifier, amplifier, and pulse 
height analyzer arrangement. A typical resolution of 2.5 keV at 1332 keV 
was obtained for the singles experiments while the resolution for the 
coincidence experiments was approximately 3.0 keV. The reason for this 
difference was that singles experiments were done with newer analog-to-
digital converters (ADC's) allowing 4 microsecond amplifier time constants 
while the older ADC's used for coincidence experiments required 2 micro­
second amplifier time constants. On the beta-ray side of beta-gamma 
coincidence experiments, 0.25 microsecond amplifier time constants were 
used to eliminate pile-up since the intrinsic resolution of the plastic 
scintillation detector was not good enough to be affected by the choice 
of short time constants. 
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D. Gamma-ray Singles Counting Methods 
Gamma-ray singles experiments were performed to determine gamma-ray 
transition energies and intensities precisely. These experiments consisted 
of four separate runs: calibration, calibration plus unknown, unknown, 
and background. The calibration run was included to determine the non-
linearity of the pulse height analysis electronics. The calibration 
sources used are given in Table 1. The non-linearity measured in the 
calibration run was assumed to remain constant throughout the experiment, 
but the linearity or gain might change somewhat during the course of the 
experiment, which was corrected for from the internal calibration of 
several known transitions. That is, the known lines in the calibration 
plus unknown run were used to establish the energies of some of the un­
known peaks. Then these newly-found energies were used as an internal 
calibration for the unknown run to determine the energies of other 
transitions in the unknown spectrum. A background spectrum was taken with 
these measurements to determine which transitions were not due to the 
decays in question. All the spectra were taken through a six millimeter 
thick lucite absorber used to attenuate the detection of beta radiation. 
E. Coincidence Counting Methods 
Coincidence techniques for gamma-gamma and beta-gamma experiments 
were similar. A block diagram of the coincidence circuitry is given in 
Figure 3. Constant fraction timing provided pulse-pair resolution of 
approximately 30 nanoseconds. The energy analog signals were processed 
by 4096-channel ADC's, and the coincidence pairs were stored in a buffer 
memory capable of holding 2048 pairs of channel addresses. When the buffer 
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Table 1. Gamma-ray calibration sources and energies 
Source Gamma-Ray Energies (keV) References 
241 
Am 
57, Co 
133 Ba 
152 Eu 
137 
60, 
Cs 
Co 
228. Th 
56 Co 
11.89, 13.9, 17.8, 20.8, 26.35, and 59.5 45 
14.39, 122.05, and 136.47 45,46 
5 2 . 1 7 ,  7 9 . 5 9 ,  8 1 . 0 1 ,  1 6 0 . 6 2 ,  2 7 6 . 2 9 ,  
302.71, 355.86, and 383.70 46 
121.78, 244.68, 344.27, 367.77, 411.10, 
688.65, 778.90, 867-38, 964.05, 1085.84, 
1089.74, 1112.05, 1212.95, 1299.14, and 
1408.01 
661.60 
1173.23 and 1332.48 
238.61, 277.34, 300.14, 510.73, 583.14, 
727.26, 860.50, 1592.69, 1620.90, and 2614.71 
846.78, 1037.85, 1175.08, 1238.29, 1260.33, 
1360.22, 1576.56, 1771.33,2015.33, 2034.90, 
2087.52, 2180.17, 2231.60, 2251.15, 2429.28, 
2598.52, 2691.17, 2742.61, 2762.15, 2940.28, 
3202.18, 3253.61, 3273.16, and 3451.29 46 
47 
45 
45 
45,46 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the coincidence circuitry 
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memory was filled, its contents were read onto magnetic tape and the 
emptied memory was ready to accept data again. The end-product was 
several magnetic tapes, each containing the coincidence information for 
about 3.5 X 10^ events in a 4096 by 4096 array. These tapes were played 
back through a format selection system which made it possible to set a 
digital gate on a region of interest in one spectrum of the two-parameter 
array in the memory of the 16384-channel analyzer. Actually eight of 
these gates were set at one time with the resulting 2048-channel coinci­
dence spectra being stored in different regions of the analyzer memory. 
For the gamma-gamma coincidence experiments, the two Ge(Li) detectors 
were placed on either side of the MTC forming a 180-degree coincidence 
geometry with the source approximately five centimeters from each detector. 
This geometry gave rise to some backscattered Compton coincidence events, 
but important coincidence information was masked by this effect in only 
one of the gated spectra. 
For the beta-gamma coincidence experiments, the beta-ray detector was 
used in conjunction with an absorber wheel containing both aluminum and 
beryllium absorbers, as shown in Figure 4. This system has been described 
in more detail by Wohn e^ fl." (48). Since the plastic scintillator was 
sensitive to both beta rays and gamma rays, a correction had to be made 
to eliminate the gamma-ray contribution. First, a spectrum was obtained 
without an absorber for a specified live time. Next, a beryllium absorber 
thick enough to stop all of the beta particles was placed between the 
sample and the detector; and another count was made for an "equivalent" 
live time, where the spectrum was accumulated for a longer time, accounting 
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for absorption of the gamma rays in the beryllium absorber. The spectrum 
collected through the absorber was then subtracted from the first spectrum 
leaving only the beta contribution. 
The sources listed In Table 2 were used to calibrate the beta 
detector. Most of these sources were inserted in the MTC off-line source 
holder as shown in Figure 4. The aluminized mylar tape was rotated out 
of the way so that the calibration source could be placed at the position 
where the unknown source was later deposited. The '^^Xe and ^^^Kr cali­
bration sources were made on line since they are not long lived. 
F. Low-energy Gamma-ray Detection 
The low-energy gamma-ray experiments were performed to look for 
transitions from the 11- and l6-keV levels that were indicated by coinci­
dence data and energy sums. A 1-cm^ planar Ge(Li) X-ray detector with a 
thin beryllium window was used to look for low-energy gamma rays. A 
mylar window was used rather than the 1.6 millimeters aluminlnum window 
normally used in the MTC. The mylar window allowed the MTC to be 
evacuated and minimized the absorption of the low-energy gamma rays. A 
300mm^ X 3mm Si(Li) detector was also used to look for conversion electrons 
in this energy region. This detector was mounted In the same position as 
the plastic scintillator, allowing the use of the absorber wheel to 
distinguish between gamma and beta rays. 
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Table 2. Beta-ray calibration data 
Source 
Beta-ray 
energy 
Percent branching 
to daughter energy 
level in MeV 
References 
0.291* 45 
0.630* 45,49 
0.840 + 0.002^ 100% to 0.151 45,50 
2°7B, 0.991® 45 
«P 1.707 + 0.001 100% to g.s. 45,51,52,53 
'""ce 2.990 + 0.006^ 97.7% to g.s. 
1.3% to 0.695 
1.0% to 2.184 
45,54,55 
'37xe 4.090 + 0.050^ 70% to g.s. 
30% to 0.456 
56,57,58 
4.913 + 0.005 57.6% to g.s. 
11.1% to 2.168 
31.3% to 3.810 
59 
i. 
00 00 
5 .170 + 0.080^ 76% to g.s. 
4% to 1.84 
14% to 2.73 
7,60,61 
^Weighted average of K, L, and M internal conversion electron energies. 
^Weighted average of endpoints in listed references. 
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Figure 4. Beta-ray detection system 
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Il I. DATA ANALYSIS 
Data analysis involved converting the raw experimental data into 
nuclear level schemes. Gamma-ray singles data were analyzed to find the 
energies and intensities of the various gamma-ray transitions. Gamma-
gamma coincidence data were studied to establish which transitions were 
members of cascades. Construction of the level schemes was accomplished 
by comparing sums of transition energies and known energy levels while 
maintaining consistency with the intensity and coincidence information. 
Finally, the beta-gamma coincidence data were used to check gamma-ray 
transition placements and to determine Q-values. 
The gamma-ray singles data were first studied with a computer code 
called PEAKFIND, a program that searches for spectral peaks and fits them 
with a skewed Gaussian shape by means of a non-linear least squares 
fitting routine. The program uses the second difference method of 
Mariscotti (62) to search for peaks. The fitting routine divides each 
peak into two regions at a point below the centroid using an ex­
ponential shape in the lower region joined smoothly by a Gaussian shape 
in the upper region. The variable parameters included the three Gaussian 
parameters ful1-width-at-half-maximum or FWHM, centroid location, and 
height, along with the crossover point E^. The functions used for the 
two regions are 
A. Singles Experiments 
Region 1. N exp[-X (2X-X )] 
o o o 
Region 2. N^exp(-X^) E > E 
E < E 
o 
o 
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where X = (E^ _ £)/ -/î q = Gaussian centroid, and E^ is the crossover 
point. A linear background was fit to points below and above the peak 
and was not changed during the peak fit. A typical fit showing the 
various parameters Is given In Figure 5. The parameters FWHM and E^ 
were found to be linear with respect to the energy. After these linear 
relationships were determined using fits of the larger singlet peaks, the 
values for these parameters were fixed for later fits leaving only the 
centroid and height as free parameters. The program allows for other 
skewness parameters which were not needed for this analysis. PEAKFIND 
was fairly successful at finding peaks but would occasionally miss part 
of a multiplet. Another computer code called SKEWGAUS was used to fit 
these peaks. The fitting function in this code was the same skewed 
Gaussian function used In PEAKFIND except that the background was also 
included In the peak fit. Initializing the approximate position of 
Individual peaks allowed fitting of more complicated multiplets, as 
evidenced In Figure 6. 
The centrcJid and intensity information were fed into a computer code 
called DRUDGE. DRUDGE used the non-linearity information from the cali­
bration run and the known peaks in the calibration plus unknown run to 
calculate the energies of intense unknown peaks. The non-linearity in­
formation and the energies of larger peaks which were just determined 
were used to calculate the rest of the energies In the unknown run. 
DRUDGE corrected the Intensity Information for detector efficiency and 
absorption, and determined where single-escape peaks, double-escape peaks, 
and Compton edges were expected to occur. The energy and Intensity errors 
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Figure 5. PEAKFIND fit for the 462-keV peak from the 
decay of '^ Cs 
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Figure 6. SKEWGAUS fit for the 865-keV '^®Xe, 869-keV and 
871-keV 13 Cs multiplet 
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were also calculated by DRUDGE. The intensity error in percent is 
AI = [2(^)^ + 0.05^] ' 
where H is the Gaussian height and 0.05 is the assumed accuracy of the 
relative intensity curves. The energy error is given by 
2 2 AE = (AE^^ + AEp^) 
where AE^ is the estimated error in the non-linearity curve and AE^ repre­
sents a two standard deviation error in the centroid from the PEAKFIND 
or SKEWGAUS fit. 
138 The intensities for transitions in the Xe decay spectrum taken in 
the continuous MTC mode were also corrected for a collimator effect de­
scribed by Olson (63). This effect occurred when activity was moved behind 
lead shielding. As the activity passed behind the shield, it was still 
seen to some degree by the detector. Low-energy gamma rays were attenu­
ated more than high-energy gamma rays, leading to relative intensity errors. 
Intensities of larger peaks from an equilibrium run or stationary tape run 
were compared to those intensities found In the moving-tape run to de­
termine the intensity correction as a function of energy. The correction 
was applied to the moving-tape data instead of using the intensities 
directly from the equilibrium run so that the spectrum with the better 
statistics could be used, resulting in better intensity values for the 
less well-defined peaks. 
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B. Gamma-gamma Coincidence Experiments 
At this stage of the analysis a complete set of gamma-ray energies 
and intensities were in hand and ready to be placed into a level scheme. 
The gamma-gamma coincidence data were next analyzed to help in construct­
ing the level scheme and to assure its validity. As mentioned in a pre­
vious section, gates were set on regions of interest in one of the spectra, 
and the spectrum from the other detector in coincidence with this region 
was stored in appropriate subsets of the 16384-channel analyzer memory. 
These regions of interest were normally gamma-ray peaks and the background 
above them. Since any gamma-ray peak is built on a background arising 
from Compton events from higher energy gamma rays, a coincidence gate set 
on the region of a peak will show some counts which are not in coinci­
dence with the gamma-ray peak but with the Compton background. These 
Compton coincidences were sorted out by observing both the peak gate and 
the background gate. Coincidences with the peak gate disappear in the 
background gate while coincidences with the Compton background do not. A 
portion of the spectrum for the 462-keV peak gate and its background gate 
in the decay of '^^Cs is illustrated in Figure 7. The 409- and 546-keV 
lines are much more prominent in the peak gate while the 462-, 871-, and 
lOOg-keV lines are more prominent in the background gate. This shows that 
the 462-keV transition is in coincidence with the 409- and 546-keV 
transitions but not with itself, the 871-keV, or the 1009-keV transitions. 
The coincidence analysis was normally a visual analysis, but peak 
fitting routines were used in some situations. One example where peak 
fitting analysis was helpful was in the coincidence check on the placement 
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of the 242-keV transition which depopulates the 258-keV level in Cs. 
The large background contribution tailing down from the extremely strong 
258-keV transition masked the coincidence Information from the gate set 
on the 242-keV transition. Since the 258-keV transition is in coinci­
dence with the same transitions as the 242-keV gate, the coincidence 
spectral peaks did not disappear In the background gate but only changed 
slightly In Intensity. Accurate peak fitting was required to determine 
the Intensity differences. 
C. Level Scheme Construction 
With the coincidence data analyzed, the gamma transition information 
was complete and ready to be placed In a level scheme. The level scheme 
was built upon a skeletal scheme developed from obvious facts In the 
spectrum, using the computer code LASP in conjunction with the coincidence 
data and intensity Information. The program first looked for levels 
above existing levels by comparing all the possible combinations of 
transition energies plus level energies. If a certain number of these 
sums were equal to within the desired energy error, the weighted average 
of these sums was considered a possible energy level. The program next 
searched between known levels using differences as well as sums. That 
Is, It looked for transitions feeding the new level as well as those 
leaving It. Finally, the program looked for levels beneath known levels 
by looking at differences or transitions feeding the new level. The 
possible levels found by LASP were then tested against the coincidence 
and Intensity data before being listed as a new level. 
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D. Beta-spectrum Analysis 
The beta-ray spectra were analyzed to determine endpoint energies 
using the computer code FERMI which is described In detail by Wohn et al. 
(48). This program distorts a theoretical beta function by the measured 
response of the plastic scintillator used. The true composite spectrum 
of N beta groups is given by 
N 2 1/2 2 
T'(E) = E A.F(Z,E)(E -1) E(E.-EP^6. 
1=1 ' ' ' 
•Sj = 1 for E ^ E. 
^ :  = 0  f o r  E  >  E .  
' — I 
where F is the Fermi function, A. is the intensity and E. is the endpoint 
energy for the I^ beta group, and E Is the beta-particle energy in units 
2 
of m^c . The distorted spectrum is related to the true spectrum by 
D(E.) = Z ME..E„)T(E„)AE^ 
where R is the response function, D is the distorted spectrum and AE^ 
Is the energy difference between two adjacent channels. The sum was done 
over all the channels of the spectrum, which was usually 128 channels. 
This distorted spectrum was linearalized and fit by a least squares routine 
to determine the endpoint energy. One complication occurred in distorting 
the spectrum because ôj depends on the endpoint energy which had not been 
determined. This difficulty was surpassed by Initializing the endpoint 
energy to an approximate value to determine ôj. Then the distorting, 
linearization, and least squares fitting were done to determine the end-
point energy. This value was used to determine 6. and the process re­
peated until the endpoint energy changed by less than one channel or 
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approximately 20 to 30 keV. The program fits up to five different beta 
groups providing the ratios of intensities for each group are known. 
Figures 8 and 9 show typical fits for calibration and coincidence-gated 
beta spectra. 
Calibration spectra taken before the beta-gamma coincidence experi­
ments were analyzed with FERMI to determine endpoint energies as a func­
tion of channel number. The well-type scintillator does not produce a 
linear energy dependence but one that is quadratic at lower energies. A 
program called CALIB obtained good fits for this energy dependence by 
using a function E(N) that was quadratic up to an energy E' and then linear 
beyond that point and joining smoothly at E'. The function was also re­
quired to pass through zero at channel zero. This function, which was 
determined empirically, is given by 
E(N) = aN + E E > E' 
o — 
= aN + E [l-(^!^) ] E < E ON — 
where E' = aN' + E^, a is the slope and E^ the intercept for the linear 
portion. Again, a least-squares fitting routine was used to determine 
these parameters. Figure 10 shows the energy versus channel dependence 
plus typical associated errors for the various calibration sources. A 
problem arose In that the energy dependence from CALIB was necessary to 
perform the Fermi analysis, and the endpoint channels from the Fermi 
analysis were needed to determine the energy versus channel dependence In 
CALIB. This problem was solved by measuring the endpoint channels 
visually. From this crude approximation the energy versus channel 
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Figure 8. Experimental beta-ray spectrum of 'Xe fit with two beta groups distorted 
by the scintillator response 
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dependence was calculated, and then the Fermi analysis was done using the 
computer code FERMI to get a better measure of the endpoint values. The 
more accurately determined endpoints were used to redetermine the energy 
versus channel relationship with CALIB and then FERMI was run again. 
After two or three passes through the computer code FERMI, the endpoints 
and thus the energy versus channel dependence, were very well established. 
Once the energy versus channel relationship was determined, the beta 
spectra resulting from coincidence gates were analyzed with the program 
1 38 FERMI to yield a set of endpoint energies. The Xe data included 
1 38 
eight different gated spectra, while the Cs data consisted of ten 
different gated spectra. These gated spectra were corrected for both the 
gamma-ray contribution and the Compton background contribution as men­
tioned earlier. A weighted average of the endpoint energies from the 
individual gates was used to determine the final Q-value. The feature.in 
FERMI which allowed composite spectra to be fit was especially useful in 
fitting the coincidence gates. An example is the spectrum in coincidence 
1 38 
with a gate set on the 1435-keV ground-state transition in the Cs de­
cay. For a gate set on this transition, beta groups feeding the l435-keV 
level and also the I896-, 2217", 2307-, and 2445-keV levels were in coinci­
dence. The percent beta feeding to each level was 9.2, 11.6, 14.4, 7.3, 
and 35.8 percent, respectively. The majority of the feeding was actually 
to the 2445-keV level. Without the ability to analyze such composite 
spectra, analysis of the data obtained from this very strong gate would 
have been of questionable validity. 
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E. Log ft Calculation 
The Q-value measurements were combined with gamma-ray intensity in­
formation to find the log ft values for the various beta-decay branches. 
Ground-state feeding was assumed to be zero in both decays as they are 
third forbidden with a parity change and a spin change of 3- The equilib­
rium run was used to determine the percent beta branching to the 11- and 
1 ^ 8 
l6-keV levels in Cs. In an equilibrium run, the number of parent and 
138 daughter disintegrations are equal; thus, for each beta decay of Xe 
138 there is a beta decay of Cs. This beta intensity balance can be 
written as 
' 6 3  ~  ' e i  ' 3 2 '  
where is the intensity of the beta decay to levels above 16 keV in the 
1 38 Cs level structure, is the combined intensity of the beta decay to pZ 
138 the 10- and 15-keV levels, and IIs the total Cs beta-decay intensity 
I 38 to Ba levels. Since there is no beta feeding to the ground state of 
1 38 Ba, Igj is equal to the total intensity of ground-state gamma transi-
1 58 
tions in Ba, is equal to the sum of the intensities of the 
ground-state transitions, l^|, from levels of energy greater than 16 KeV 
plus the intensities of the gamma-ray transitions feeding the 10- and 
15-keV levels, 1'^^. The intensity sum of the beta feeding to the 10-
and 15-keV levels can be calculated from the relation 
'S2 = 'y3 - 'y1 • ''yI-
The percent beta feeding to these levels is then found from the relation 
'ao/'oo = 'oo/l The percent beta feeding to each of the other levels pZ p j pZ Yj 
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was calculated by subtracting the gamma intensity feeding a given level 
from that leaving the same level. The difference is the relative beta 
feeding intensity for the level. This relative intensity was then con­
verted to a percentage by dividing by the total beta feeding intensity, 
1 38 including that of the 11- and l6-keV levels in the case of the Xe de­
cay. Corrections for internal conversion were included in the Intensities 
wherever they were large enough to affect the log ft calculation. The 
actual log ft calculation was done using a program called LOGFT which 
actually calculates the Fermi function with either a statistical or 
unique first-forbidden shape factor and includes atomic-screening effects. 
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IV. RESULTS 
The results of this study will be presented in two main sections, 
both in graphical and tabular form. The first section Will cover the 
138 138 decay of 32.2-mlnute Cs to stable Ba, and the second section will 
cover the decay of )4.2-minute to Discussion of how this 
work relates to other experimental and theoretical work will be given in 
the following chapter. 
A. '^^Cs Decay 
Figure 11 is a multipage graph showing the gamma-ray spectrum ob­
served using the MTC in the daughter analysis mode with a collect time of 
approximately 2 minutes and a delay time of 70 minutes. The more intense 
transitions from the decay of '^^Xe to '^^Cs can be observed in this 
1 38 
spectrum and are labeled as belonging to the Xe decay. Important 
double-escape and single-escape peaks are labeled as are the lead X rays. 
Gamma-ray transition information is included in Table 3- This table 
includes transitions with intensities greater than twice the associated 
errors. Weaker peaks could not be distinguished clearly from the back­
ground. Several contaminant peaks from ^®Co and ^Vr and the single-
escape and double-escape peaks have been deleted from this list, leaving 
only the actual set of gamma-ray transitions that was used to construct 
1 38 the Ba level scheme. 
The coincidence information relating to 20 gamma-ray transitions 
1 38 
observed in the Cs decay is summarized in Table 4. As mentioned in 
the previous chapter, most of this information was gained through a visual 
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Table 3. Pfaotopeaks observed in the decay of »38cs 
Energy 
(keV) 
112. 60 ± 0. 13 
138. 10 ± 0. 06 
191. 96 ± 0. 06 
193. 89 ± 0. 08 
212. 32 ± 0. 08 
227. 76 ± 0. 06 
324. 90 ± 0. 08 
333. 86 ± 0. 16 
363. 93 ± 0. 08 
365. 29 ± 0. 13 
368. 66 ± 0. 39 
408. 98 ± 0. 06 
421. 59 ± 0. 07 
462. 79 ± 0. 07 
516. 74 ± 0. 12 
546. 94 ± 0. 07 
575. 65 ± 0. 38 
596. 20 ± 0. 41 
683. 59 ± 0. 15 
702. 92 ± 0. 17 
717. 68 ± 0. 34 
754. 54 ± 0. 39 
766. 10 ± 0. 12 
773. 31 ± 0. 10 
782. 08 ± 0. 09 
797. 65 ± 0. 50 
802. 61 ± 0. 61 
813. 02 ± 0. 33 
842. 21 ± 0. 16 
855. 57 ± 0. 46 
Relative , 
Intensity' 
Intensity 
per 100 
Decays" 
Placement 
(keV) 
1.15 ± 0. 15 0.09 2203 - 2090 
15.40 ± 0.86 1. 15 2445 - 2307 
5.77 ± 0.36 0.43 2090 - 1898 
3.83 ± 0.28 0.29 2639 - 2445 
2.03 ± 0.17 0.15 2415 - 2203 
17.21 ± 0.91 1.29 2445 - 2218 
3.42 ± 0.24 0.26 2415 - 2090 
1.05 ± 0.18 0.08 2779 - 2445 
3.27 ± 0.28 0.25 2779 - 2415 
1.69 ± 0.24 0. 13 2583 - 2218 
0.26 ± 0.10 0.02 4012 - 3643 
53.78 ± 2.77 4.03 2307 - 1898 
4.90 ± 0.28 0.37 2639 - 2218 
356.66 ± 19.42 26.75 1898 - 1435 
4.97 ± 0.60 0.37 2415 - 1898 
126.28 ± 6.67 9.47 2445 - 1898 
0.25 ± 0.10 0.02 2991 - 2415 
0.31 ± 0.12 0.02 3935 - 3339 
1.31 ± 0.17 0.10 2991 - 2307 
1.02 ± 0.16 0.08 3694 - 2991 
0.49 ± 0.15 0.04 3163 - 2445 
0.42 ± 0. 15 0.03 4012 - 3257 
1 .78 ± 0.18 0.13 3646 - 2880 
2.85 ± 0.22 0.21 2991 - 2217 
4.24 ± 0.29 0.32 2217 - 1435 
0.66 ± 0.29 0.05 3437 - 2639 
0.52 + 0.30 0.04 3442 - 2639 
0.74 ± 0.22 0.06 3694 - 2880 
1.01 ± 0.14 0.08 3694 - 2851 
0.28 ± 0. 11 0.02 3163 - 2307 
^Normalized with the intensity of the 1435.86-keV 
qaoma-ray transition as 1000. 
^Calculated from the i3*Ba decay scheme with the 
ground—state beta branching equal to 0. 
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Table 3.  (Continued) 
Energy 
(keV) 
Relative 
Intensity' 
Intensity 
per 100 
Decays^ 
Placement 
(keV) 
871.80 ± 0.08 62.68 ± 3.40 4.70 2307 - 1435 
880.77 ± 0.31 1.36 ± 0.39 0.10 2779 — 1898 
935.03 ± 0.12 2.25 ± 0.20 0.17 3242 — 2307 
946.01 ± 0.50 0.39 ± 0. 16 0.03 3163 — 2218 
953.02 ± 0.30 0.66 ± 0.18 0.05 2851 — 1898 
1009.78 ± 0.08 379.09 ± 20.47 28.43 2445 — 1435 
1041.41 ± 0.31 0.80 ± 0.21 0.06 3922 — 2880 
1054.32 ± 0. 15 2.00 ± 0.24 0.15 3935 — 2880 
1147.22 ± 0.09 15.90 ± 0.88 1.19 2583 — 1435 
1 199. 15 ± 0.24 2.23 ± 0.39 0.17 4080 — 2880 
1203.69 ± 0. 13 5.05 ± 0.46 0.38 2639 — 1435 
1264.94 ± 0.16 1.77 ± 0.22 0.13 3163 — 1898 
1284.22 ± 0.52 0.45 ± 0.18 0.03 
1435 1343.59 ± 0.09 14.76 ± 0.81 1.11 2779 — 
1359.07 ± 0.51 0.63 ± 0.25 0.05 3 257 — 1898 
1386.39 ± 0.21 0.99 ± 0.15 0.07 3694 — 2307 
1415.68 + 0.13 4.75 ± 0.41 0.36 2851 — 1435 
1435.86 ± 0.09 1000.00 ± 58.26 75.00 1435 — 0 
1445.04 ± 0.25 12.67 ± 2.45 0.95 2880 — 1435 
1495.63 ± 0.23 2.38 ± 0.48 0.18 2931 — 1435 
1555.31 ± 0.10 4.77 ± 0.29 0.36 2991 — 1435 
1614.09 ± 0.20 1.81 + 0.30 0.14 3049 — 1435 
1717.13 ± 0.33 1.35 ± 0.32 0.10 3935 — 2217 
1727.68 ± 0. 18 1.50 ± 0.18 0.11 3163 — 1435 
1748.65 ± 0.51 0.86 ± 0.43 0.06 2851 1778.25 ± 0.23 1.91 ± 0.28 0.14 4630 — 
1806.65 ± 0. 18 1.25 ± 0. 15 0.09 3242 — 1435 
1821.67 ± 0.33 0.61 ± 0. 14 0.05 3257 — 1435 
1903.16 ± 0.44 0.63 + 0.19 0.05 3339 — 1435 
1941.01 ± 0.34 1.08 ± 0.22 0.08 3922 1898 2023.93 ± 0.20 1.63 ± 0.21 0.12 — 
2062.34 ± 0.17 1.54 ± 0.16 0.12 4508 — 2445 
2105.90 ± 0.29 0.77 ± 0.14 0.06 4012 1898 2114.27 ± 0.68 0.29 ± 0.13 0.02 — 
2210.67 ± 0.41 2.99 ± 0.89 0.22 3646 — 1435 
2218.00 ± 0. 10 213.60 ± 11.23 16.02 2218 — 0 
2487.08 ± 0.57 0.33 ± 0.11 0.02 3922 — 1435 
2499.41 ± 0.28 2.53 ± 0.66 0.19 3935 — 1435 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
Energy Relative Intensity Placement 
(]ceV) Intensity^ per 100 (keV) 
Decays 
2510.53 ± 0.78 0.22 ± 0. 10 0.02 
2583 2583. 15 ± 0. 13 3.51 ± 0.22 0.26 0 
2609.33 ± 0.30 0.49 ± 0.08 0.04 4508 — 1898 
2639.59 ± 0. 13 108.15 ± 5.81 8.11 2639 0 
2731. 12 ± 0. 15 1.79 ± 0.11 0.13 4630 — 1898 
2806.57 ± 0. 17 1.50 ± 0.11 0.11 4242 — 1435 
2931.37 ± 0.41 0.30 ± 0.06 0.02 2931 — 0 
3049.86 ± 0.30 0.48 ± 0.07 0.04 3049 — 0 
3072.47 ± 0.41 0.29 ± 0.06 0.02 4508 — 1435 
3180.36 ± 0.65 0.13 ± 0.04 0.01 
3339 3339.01 ± 0.25 2.41 ± 0.15 0.18 — 0 
3352.57 ± 0.32 0.56 ± 0.06 0.04 3352 — 0 
3366.98 ± 0.25 3.64 ± 0.21 0.27 3367 — 0 
3437.50 ± 0. 62 0.18 + 0.05 0.01 3437 — 0 
3442.56 ± 0.54 0.21 + 0.05 0.02 3442 — 0 
3643.29 ± 0.36 0.38 ± 0.05 0.03 3643 — 0 
3652.50 ± 0.81 0.09 ± 0.03 0.01 3552 — 0 
3935.24 ± 0.48 0.30 ± 0.05 0.02 3935 — 0 
4080.06 ± 0.45 0.30 ± 0.03 0.02 4080 0 
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138  Table 4. Coincidence information for the decay of Cs 
- ^ /, Observed Coincidences, Possible Coincidences®, Gate (keVJ . '  '  
and Non-coincidences (keV) 
138 409, (462), 871, TÔÔ9, (1435) 
191 462 
193 546, 1009 
227 2218 
363 324, 546 
365 
409 138, W, 462, 5W, BTT, T5Ô9, 1435 
462 138, (191 + 193), 227, 409, 516. 546, F7T. (953), 
1009, "iW, 1195, (1359), 1435, TZ ,^ 1555, 2023, 
22T7, 2609, 2539, 2731 
516 (363 + 365), W, 462, SÎT, ÏÏTT, TÔÔ9, 1435 
546 W, 462, 5^5", HTT, ToSg", 1435 
871 138, W, 552, 5^, FTT, 935, TW, 1435 
1009 (191 + 193). W. Î52, 5W, BTT, ÎÔÔ9, 1435, T59T, 
TRT, 22T7, 25W 
1147 W, 552, 555", HTT, TW. 1435 
1343 W, 552, 555", BTT, TÔÔ9, 1435 
1415 W, 557, 555", 842, HTT, TW, 1435, (1778) 
1435 nr. 409. 462, (516), 546, (782), 871. 1009, 1147, 
1195, (1203), 1343, 1415. T5ir. 1445, 1495, 1555, 
(1806), (2210), 2217, (2499), 2539, (2806) 
1495 509 , 555", WT, TÔÔ9, 1435 
1555 509 , 555", (702), B7T, T555", 1435 
2217 227. (363 + 365), 559, 421, 552, 555", 773, W, 
IÔÔ9, T535, (1717) 
2639 509 , 552, 355", BTT, 70(59, 7535" 
^Possible coincidences are given as (xxxx). 
'^Non-CO incidences are given as xxxx. 
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analysis with peak f i tt ing used on some of the more intense peaks to check 
the visual analysis. The energy of peaks in coincidence or not in coinci­
dence with the gating peak are given as well as those peaks which are 
probably in coincidence with the gating peak. The bar over the top of 
an energy denotes a non-coincidence, and parenthesis denote a probable 
coincidence. Probable non-coincidences are not given because they are 
diff icult to determine and therefore an uncertain indicator of gamma-ray 
placement. 
The level scheme resulting from the coincidence data, energy summing, 
and intensity Information Is given in Figure 12. Level energies given are 
weighted averages of the sums of gamma-ray transition energies depopulating 
a given level plus the energy of the level which they feed. Of the 8? 
1 38 gamma-rays attributed to the decay of Cs, 81 have been placed in the 
level scheme. A confidence index (CI) has been defined to provide a 
system to measure the validity of a particular level. For a particular 
level, the CI is given by CI = N + N . + 2N + N 
'  p d c pc 
Np and are respectively the number of gamma-ray transitions popu­
lating and depopulating the level. and are respectively the number 
of positive coincidences and probable coincidences associated with the 
level. Although this index is somewhat arbitrary, i t  gives some measure 
of the certainty that a particular level exists. The logic behind the 
scoring system Is that one has roughly equivalent confidence in a level 
determined by three transitions as in a level that is determined by only 
one gamma-ray transition with solid coincidence information. Each case 
would have a CI score of three. In any level scheme construction there 
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are levels that are determined with more certainty than other levels, 
and I t is appropriate to provide this Information in an objective manner. 
Levels with a CI of less than four are entered with a broken l ine rather 
than a solid l ine. There are several exceptions to this rule. The f irst 
exception being the 2203-keV level which has a CI of two but has been well 
verif ied by Carraz (29). The other exceptions involve high energy 
transitions. Stronger transitions above three MeV are most l ikely ground-
state transitions, so several of these levels are not entered as broken 
l ines. Excluding these exceptions, 99.3 percent of the gamma-ray in­
tensity has been f i t between levels with CI's of 5 or greater. 
Table 5 gives the percent beta feeding and log ft for each level fed 
1 
by the beta decay of Cs. Percent beta feeding was determined from the 
difference in intensity of gamma-ray transitions feeding a level and those 
leaving the level. As mentioned, the ground-state beta branching was 
assumed to be zero. Corrections for internal conversion processes were 
not necessary in most cases because the error introduced is smaller than 
the error in gamma-ray intensities. However, these processes are im­
portant in one case. The 2090-keV level is fed by the 212-keV gamma-ray 
transition which has a relative intensity of 2.0 and Is depopulated by 
the 112-keV gamma-ray transition which has an intensity of 1.2. Achterberg 
e^ a_^. (31) found the 112-keV transition to be an E2, Ml, or El which can 
give a conversion coefficient close to unity, sufficient to explain the 
intensity imbalance of this level. The beta feeding and log ft calcula­
tion for the 2090-keV level are also affected by the electron conversion 
of the 112-keV transition. By using only the gamma-ray intensities 
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138 Table 5- Percent beta branching and log ft's for the Cs decay 
138 Ba Levels Beta Group Percent Beta Log ft 
(MeV) Energy (MeV) Branching 
0 5.282 0 
1.435 3.847 9.2 8.2 + .5 
1.898 3.384 11.6 7.9 + .1 
2.090 3.1920 < 0.4 > 10.5 
2.218 3.065 14.4 7.6 + .1 
2.307 2.975 7.3 7.9 + .1 
2.415 2.867 0.5 8.9 + .2 
2.445 2.837 39.8 7.0 + .1 
2.583 2.699 2.0 8.3 ^ .1 
2.639 2.643 9.1 7.6 + .1 
2.779 2.503 1.6 8.2 + .1 
2.851 2.431 0.2 9.1 + .2 
2.880 2.402 < 0.7 > 8.5 
2.931 2.351 0.2 9.1 + .2 
2.991 2.291 0.6 8.5 + .1 
3.049 2.233 0.3 8.8 + .2 
3.163 2.119 0.3 8.6 ^ .1 
3.242 2.040 0.3 8.6 +. .1 
3.257 2.025 0.1 9.3 + .5 
3.339 1.943 0.2 8.7 + .2 
3.352 1.930 0.04 9.4 + .3 
3.367 1.916 0.3 8.5 .1 
3.437 1.845 0.1 9.2 + .6 
3.442 1.840 < 0.1 > 8.9 
3.643 1.639 < 0.03 > 9.2 
3.646 1.636 0.19 8.1 + .2 
3.652 1.630 0.02 9.7 + .6 
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Table  5 .  (Continued)  
1 38 Ba Levels Beta Group Percent Beta Log f t 
(MeV) Energy (MeV) Branching 
3.694 1.588 0.3 8.2 + .2 
3.922 1.360 0.2 8.1 + .2 
3.935 1.347 0.5 7.7 + .2 
4.012 1.270 0.1 8.5 + .3 
4,080 1.202 0,2 7.9 + .2 
4.242 1.040 0.1 7.9 + .1 
4.508 0.774 0.2 7.2 + .2 
4.629 0.652 0.3 6.7 + .1 
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feeding and depopulating the 2090-keV level the log ft Is calculated to 
be 9.5, which would cast considerable doubt on this being a 6+ state. 
Using Instead the corrected Intensity of 2.0 for the 112-keV transition 
and the intensity errors of the respective transitions, the relative beta 
feeding to the 2090-keV level is 0.0 to 0.4 giving a log ft ^ 10.5 which 
Is In much better agreement with the expected third forbidden character of 
this decay. The 138-keV transition Intensity was corrected for Internal 
conversion in the log ft calculation for the 2307-keV level. The log ft 
calculation for the 2445-keV level was not affected by this correction 
because of the relatively large Intensities of the IOO9- and 546-keV 
trans it ions. 
The errors In the log ft values are calculated from the geometrical 
sums of the errors of the intensities of the Individual gamma-rays 
associated with each level multiplied by two. This error could be small 
compared to the error involved with a misplaced gamma ray. An example 
is the level at 4080 keV. This Is a f irmly established level, since the 
4080-keV gamma ray could not populate the f irst excited state at 1435 keV 
from energy considerations. However, the total Intensity for transitions 
leaving this level is less certain because most of this Intensity is due 
to the 1199-keV transition. If this transition is misplaced, the log ft 
would change from 7-9 to 8.8 which is out of the range of the quoted 
error. 
The beta-endpolnt results are summarized in Table 6. The error 
AQ. quoted for each gate Is the geometrical sum of the statistical error 
calculated by FERMI and the calibration error shown in Figure 10 of the 
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1 38 Table 6. Beta endpoînts for the decay of Cs 
Gating Peak Beta Endpoint Level Gating Q. AQj^ 
(HeV) (H.V) (hI.) (HeV) 
0.138 2.657 2.446 5.103 0.085 
0.227 3.095 2.446 5.541 0.100 
0.409 2.984 2.308 5.292 0.039 
0.462 3.480 1.899 5.379 0.013 
0.546 2.865 2.446 5.311 0.033 
0.871 2.825 2.308 5.133 0.040 
1.009 2.881 2.446 5.327 0.023 
1.436 3.752 1.436 5.188 0.044 
2.218 3.031 2.218 5.249 0.033 
2.639 2.597 2.640 5.237 0,034 
Q. -  5.28 + .070'' 
P — 
^AQ. is the relative error for the i  gate and is equal to the 
geometrical sum of AQ, .  found from the Fermi f i t  and A , from the 
calibration curve, Figure 10. '  
' 'qT  is a weighted average of the individual Q. using the associated 
weighting factor l/AQ.^. '  
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138 previous chapter. The Q-value for the Cs decay was found to be 
5.28 ^ .07 MeV. This value Is a weighted average of the ten gated spectra 
2 
using a weighting factor of W. « l/AQ. . 
B. ^^^Xe Decay 
Figure 13 Is a multipage graph showing the gamma-ray spectrum ob­
served using the MTC in the parent mode with the tape moving at a constant 
speed of 3-8 mill imeters per second. The gamma transitions from the de-
138 
cay of Cs are labeled as are the single-escape and double-escape peaks. 
One large contamination l ine from ^^^Xe Is also present. 
Gamma-ray transition Information is included In Table 7. The same 
138 
requirements on Intensity as used In the Cs decay were placed Into 
effect here. 
138 The coincidence Information for 32 gates observed in the Xe decay 
is presented in Table 8. The same convention to denote coincidences and 
138 
non-coincidences for the Cs decay is used here. 
The '^^Cs level scheme is given in Figure 14. Of the 98 gamma-ray 
transitions, 94 of these have been placed, and 98.8 percent of the gamma-
ray intensity has been placed between levels with a CI of 5 or greater. 
Table 9 gives the percent beta feeding and log ft for each level fed 
1 38 In the beta decay of Xe. Calculations here were similar to those for 
1 38 
the Cs decay with the exception that feeding to the low-lying levels 
at 11- and l6-keV could not be assumed to be zero. As mentioned in the 
data analysis section, comparison of gamma-ray transition intensities in 
the equil ibrium run were used to determine the combined percent beta 
feeding of these levels which was calculated to be 20 + 5 percent. 
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Table 7. Photopeaks observed in the decay of i3®Xe 
Energy Relative Intensity Placement 
(keV) Intensity^ per 100 (keV) 
Decays^ 
10.8 _c J 10 — 0 
68.3 403 - 335 
137.20 ± .20 2.00 ± 1.00 0.08 540 - 403 
153.75 ± 0.03 169.31 ± 9.00 4.90 412 - 258 
197. _e 1 109 - 912 
218.66 ± 0.28 1.45 ± 0.45 0.04 
242.56 ± 0.05 1 12.99 ± 6.40 3.27 258 - 15 
258.31 t  0.05 1000.00 ± 59.18 28.93 258 - 0 
282.51 ± 0.06 13.97 ± 0.86 0.40 540 - 258 
325.29 ± 0.31 0.75 ± 0. 25 0.02 335 - 10 
329.39 ± 0.46 0.50 ± 0.24 0.02 
335.28 ± 0.09 3.48 ± 0.31 0.10 335 - 0 
371.44 ± 0.05 16.12 ± 0.88 0.47 912 - 540 
396.43 ± 0.05 207.06 ± 11.02 5.99 412 - 15 
401.36 ± 0.05 70. 16 ± 4.07 2.03 412 - 10 
403. _e 403 - 0 
434.49 ± 0.05 659.34 ± 35.51 19.08 450 - 15 
500.22 ± 0.06 12.08 ± 0.68 0.35 912 - 412 
530.07 ± 0.07 8.48 ± 0.61 0.24 540 - 10 
534.01 ± 0.62 0.50 ± 0.20 0.02 2022 - 1488 
537.76 ± 0.13 3.89 ± 0.51 0.11 2026 - 1488 
540.83 ± 0.62 0.74 ± 0.44 0.02 540 - 0 
555.95 ± 0.09 3.99 ± 0.38 0.12 556 - 0 
^Normalized with the intensity of the 258.31-keV 
gamma-ray transition as 1000. 
^Calculated from the i^®Cs decay scheme with the total 
beta branching to the 10- and l5-keV levels equal to 20 
percent and the ground-state beta branching equal to 0. 
^Intensity not given since no intensity measurement was 
attempted. 
^Energy taken from ref. (40) .  
^Intensity not given since gamma ray was observed only 
in coincidence data. 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
Energy 
(keV) 
568. 53 ± 0. 06 
579. 68 ± 0. 14 
586. 03 ± 0. 39 
588. 84 ± 0. 08 
619. 73 ± 0. 54 
647. 22 ± 0. 53 
654. 08 ± 0. 08 
675. 37 ± 0. 15 
680. 24 ± 0. 19 
691. 45 + 0. 38 
693. 53 ± 0. 16 
697. 56 ± 0. 42 
703. 58 ± 0. 17 
733. 91 ± 0. 35 
746. _e 
755. 01 ± 0. 64 
774. 21 ± 0. 15 
778. 10 ± 0. 19 
792. 91 ± 0. 38 
799. 62 ± 0. 61 
816. 06 ± 0. 18 
848. 68 ± 0. 27 
851. 30 ± 0. 17 
865. 82 ± 0. 07 
869. _e 
869. 35 ± 0. 06 
896. 87 ± 0. 12 
902. 27 ± 0. 31 
912. 51 ± 0. 07 
917. 13 ± 0. 06 
936. 36 ± 0. 11 
941. 25 ± 0. 08 
946. 63 ± 0. 20 
953. 14 ± 0. 46 
996. 76 ± 0. 30 
1076. 38 ± 0. 22 
1093. 87 ± 0. 09 
1098. 77 ± 0. 11 
1102. 24 ± 0. 17 
1114. 29 ± 0. 10 
Relative Intensity Placement 
Intensity^ per 100 (keV) 
Decays^ 
10.67 ± 0.60 0.31 1109 - 540 
2.59 ± 0. 35 0.07 
0.64 ± 0.24 0.02 1559 - 952 
4.21 ± 0.32 0.12 1793 - 1205 
0.71 ± 0.39 0.02 1 160 - 540 
0.52 ± 0.27 0.02 1559 - 912 
4.86 ± 0.38 0.14 912 - 258 
2.47 ± 0. 35 0.07 691 - 15 
1 .76 ± 0.-35 0.05 691 - 10 
1.13 ± 0. 38 0.03 691 - 0 
2.95 ± 0.41 0.09 952 - 258 
0.78 ± 0.31 0.02 1109 - 412 
1.95 ± 0.3 0.06 2 263 — 1559 
1.05 ± 0. 34 0.03 
1157 412 
0.87 ± 0.53 0.02 1205 - 450 
2. 29 ± 0. 31 0.07 1109 - 335 
1 .64 ± 0.31 0.05 1228 - 450 
0.75 ± 0. 27 0.02 1205 - 412 
0.46 ± 0.27 0.01 2337 - 1537 
2.49 ± 0.42 0.07 1372 - 556 
1.55 ± 0.36 0.05 2337 - 1488 
2.44 ± 0. 37 0.07 1109 - 258 
10.16 ± 0.69 0.29 2026 
1205 
1160 
335 
20.65 ± 1.20 0.60 2026 - 1157 
4.71 ± 0.49 0.14 912 - 15 
1.62 ± 0.46 0.05 1160 - 258 
12.22 ± 0.78 0.35 912 - 0 
33.55 ± 1.78 0.97 2026 - 1109 
4.90 ± 0.45 0.14 952 — 15 
8. 19 ± 0.57 0.24 952 - 10 
2.31 ± 0.39 0.07 1205 — 258 
0.95 ± 0. 39 0.03 2490 - 1537 
2.30 ± 0-63 0.07 1537 - 540 
3.21 ± 0.59 0.09 1488 - 412 
14.88 ± 0.91 0.43 1109 — 15 
7.79 ± 0.61 0.22 1 109 - 10 
3.92 ± 0.52 0.11 2263 - 1160 
57.86 ± 5.75 1.68 2026 — 912 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
Energy 
(keV) 
Relative 
Intensity^ 
Intensity 
per 100 
Decays" 
Placement 
(keV) 
11U1.64 ± 0.09 18.82 ± 1.18 0.54 1157 — 15 
1145.44 ± 0. 18 4.83 ± 0.68 0.14 1 160 — 15 
1153.55 ± 0.50 1.11 ± 0.58 0.03 2263 — 11 09 
1160.96 ± 0. 18 3.60 ± 0.51 0.10 1160 — 0 
1189.54 ± 0.21 2.97 ± 0.50 0.09 1205 — 15 
1194.94 ± 0.20 3.23 ± 0.51 0.09 1205 — 10 
1204.51 ± 0.44 1.34 ± 0.47 0.04 1205 — 0 
1218.73 ± 0.53 1.35 ± 0.58 0.04 
2337 1109 1228.26 ± 0.40 2.27 ± 0.65 0.07 — 
1311.07 ± 0.24 3.22 ± 0.58 0.09 2263 952 
1356.61 ± 0.40 1.86 ± 0.57 0.05 1372 — 15 
1361.90 ± 0.59 1.25 ± 0.58 0.04 1372 — 10 
1381.41 ± 0.31 2.58 ± 0.58 0.07 1793 — 412 
1385.50 ± 0.29 2.78 ± 0.61 0.08 2337 — 952 
1473.21 ± 0.28 2.57 ± 0.51 0.07 1488 — 15 
1548.89 ± 0.36 2.80 ± 0.74 0.08 1559 — 10 
1571.84 ± 0. 16 10.01 ± 1.01 0.30 2022 — 450 
1578.07 ± 0.49 1.91 ± 0.69 0.05 2490 — 912 
1614.57 ± 0. 18 8.99 ± 1.02 0.26 2026 — 412 
1646.50 ± 0.29 2.54 ± 0.51 0.07 2337 — 691 
1768.26 ± 0. 13 634.64 ± 32.98 18.36 2026 — 258 
1783.36 ± 0.60 1.38 ± 0.57 0.04 1793 — 10 
1799.43 ± 0.58 1.32 ± 0.52 0.04 2490 — 691 
1812.54 ± 0. 18 6.85 ± 0.70 0.20 2263 — 450 
1850.86 ± 0. 13 50.55 ± 2.68 1.46 2 263 — 412 
1887.26 ± 0.28 2.68 ± 0.47 0.08 2337 — 450 
1925.36 ± 0.14 21.81 ± 1.24 0.63 2337 — 412 
2004.75 ± 0. 14 208.04 ± 11.21 6.02 2263 — 258 
2015.82 ± 0. 14 466.30 ± 24.20 13.49 2026 — 10 
2041.23 ± 0.50 1.16 ± 0.37 0.03 2490 — 450 
2079.17 ± 0. 14 55.51 ± 2.91 1.61 2337 — 258 
2252.26 ± 0. 15 86.66 ± 4.69 2.51 2263 — 10 
2266.81 ± 0.49 1.50 ± 0.45 0.04 
2337 15 2321.90 ± 0.16 24.99 ± 1.39 0.72 — 
2326.85 ± 0.29 2. 19 ± 0.4 2 0.06 2337 — 10 
2475.26 ± 0.16 12.39 ± 0.77 0.36 2490 — 15 
2492.61 ± 0.24 2.12 t 0.29 0.06 2508 — 15 
2497.56 ± 0.17 6.89 ± 0.45 0.20 2508 10 
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138 Table 8. Coincidence information for the decay of Cs 
Gate (keV) Observed Coincidences, Possible Coincidences^, and 
Non-Coincidences^ (keV) 
137 (325), 335, 371, 403, 568 
153 TsT, 2k2, 258, 335, W, WT, W, 500, 53Ô, 55?, 
746, 912, 917, 17S8, I850, 20ÔT, 2OI5, 2079 
242 153, 2^2, 25F, 282, 395", WT, (654), 1768, 2004, 
25T5 
258 153, 2ÏÏ2, 25?, 282, W, W, W, WÎ, 53Ô, 579, 
654, (693), W, 912, TPTT, 1229, 1768, 2004, 2015, 
2079 
282 242, 258, 371, 355", W, 5TO", 55Ô, 568 
335 137, T53, 25F, 371, 568 
371 137, TsT, 282, 335, 395", W, 500, 530 ,  55F, 1114 
396 I53, 2?2, 25F, 2B2. yJT, 39F. W. W, 500, (746), 
1614, 1850, 1925, 2ÔÔT, 2015, 2079 
401 T53, 2?2, 25F, 39F, W, Wt, 500, TtSF, 1850, 1925, 
2015 
403 137, 371, 568 
434 T53, mi, z^ , 39F. W, WT, 1571, T75F, 1812, 
1850, 2Ô0T, 2015 
500 153, 396, 401, ?3?, 1114 
530 733, 252, 25F, 371, 39F, W, 568 
537 1076, (1473) 
^Possible coincidences are given as (xxxx). 
^Non-coincidences are given as xxxx. 
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Table  8 .  (Continued)  
Gate (keV) Observed Coincidences, Possible Coincidences®, and 
Non-Coincidences (keV) 
556 816 
568 137, 282, 530, (917) 
579 
654 (258), 1114 
816 (556) 
851 (917) 
865 (1145), (1161) 
869 746, 1141 
916 197, 568, (697), (851), 1093, 1098 
1114 371, 500, 654, 896, 912 
1141 T53, 2ÏÏ2, 255", 39^, W, 869 
1614 153 
1768 T53, 242, 258, 395", Wr, W 
1850 153, 396, 401, W 
1925 153, 396, 401, W 
2004 W, 242, 258, 39^", W, W 
2015 TsT, 25F, 395", ïïpr 
2079 T53, 242, 258, W, W, W 
691.4(1) 
680.2 (2) 
675.4(2) 
556.0(4) 
540.8(1) 
530.1 (8) 
282.5(14) 
137.2 (3) 
434.5(659) 
401.4(70) 
3964(207) 
1538(169) 
403(C01N) 
683(1) , 
3353(3) 
325.3(1) 
258 3(1000) 
2426(113)1 
w w 
% 
 ^A  ^ CJi qr 
§3 9 2 -a ro CO % 6 
o> to 
I2045( 
1194.9(3 
1189.5(3 
946.6(2 
669(C0IN 
7929(1) 
7550(1) 
1161.0(4) 
11454(5) 
902.3(12) 
619.7 (I) 
1141.6(19) 
746(C0IN) 
1098.8 (8) 
10939(15) 
851.3(2) 
774.2(2) 
6976(1) 
568.5(11) 
197 (COIN) 
941.2(8) 
936.4(5) 
693.5(3) 
9123 (12) 
896.9(5) 
654.1 (5) 
500.2 (12) 
371.4 (16) 
n  
1361.9(1} 
1356.6(2) 
816.1 (2) 
iO (jt N 6 
o V* 0) s p W to 
ro 0 01 ro 
ZL 
^ 2497.6(7) 
4 2492.6(2) 
2475.3 (12) 
2041.2(1) 
1799.4(1) 
1578.1 (2) 
953.1 (I) 
23269(2) 
2321.9(25) 
2079.2(56) 
19254(22) 
1887.3(3) 
16465(3) 
1385.5 (3) 
1228.3(2) 
848.7(2) 
799.6(1) 
778.1 (2) 
2252.3(87) 
2004.8 (208) 
1850.9(51) 
1812.5(7) 
1311.1 (3) 
1153.5(1) 
1102.2(4) 
703.6(2) 
2015.8(466) 
1768.3(635) 
1614.6 (9) 
1114.3(58) 
917.1 (34) 
869.4 (21) 
865.8(10) 
537.8(4) 
1571.8 (8) 
534.0(1) 
1783.4(1) 
13814(3) 
588.8 (4) 
A m w 
E H  
1548.9(3) 
•JL 647.2(1) 
996.8(2) 
586.0 (I) 
1473.2(3H 
1076.4(3) 
lA 
% 
N O ro N 
6 
8 
i 
ro ro ro w (D OJ 
S S 
\ 
A 5 
gg 
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118 Table 9. Percent beta branching and log ft's for the Xe decay 
1 ^ 8 Cs Levels Beta Group Percent Beta Log ft 
(MeV) Energy (MeV) Branching 
Ù 2.830 0 
0.010 2.820 < 21.5 > 6.9 
0.015 2.815 < 21.5 > 6.9 
0.258 2.572 < 3.0 > 7.6 
0.335 2.495 < 0.02 > 9.7 
0.403 2.427 < 0.2 
00 A
 
0.412 2.418 11.3 6.9 + .1 
0.450 2.380 18.3 6.7 + .1 
0.540 2.290 < 0.03 > 9.4 
0.556 2.274 0.04 9.3 i  .6 
0.691 2.139 < 0.1 
0
0
 A
 
0.912 1.918 < 0.06 V 00
 
00
 
0.952 1.878 0.27 8.1 + .1 
cn 0
 1.721 < 0.19 > 8.1 
1.157 1.673 < 0.04 V 00
 
1.160 1.670 < 0.26 V VÛ
 
1.205 1.625 0.21 8.0 + .2 
1.372 1.458 0.14 8.0 + .2 
1.488 1.342 < 0.05 > 8.3 
1.537 1.293 < 0.09 V 00
 
0
 
1.559 1.271 < 0.04 > 8.2 
1.793 1.307 0.24 7.2 + .2 
2.022 0.808 0.25 6.8 .2 
2.026 0.804 35.4 4.6 + .1 
2.263 0.567 10.4 4.6 + .1 
2.337 0.493 3.4 4.9 + .2 
2.490 0.340 0.51 5.2 + .3 
2.508 0.322 0.258 5.4 + .3 
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138 Beta endpoînt energies for the Xe decay are summarized in Table 
10. From these eight measurements the weighted average for the Q-value 
for the '^^Xe decay was found to be 2.83 0.08 MeV. 
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138 Table 10. Beta endpoints for the decay of Xe 
Gating Peak Beta Endpoint Level Gating Q. 6Q.^ 
Peak De-excites ' 
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) 
0.153 0.412 2.261 2.673 0.041 
0.396 0.412 2.321 2.733 0.035 
0.401 0.412 2.378 2.790 0.062 
0.434 0.450 2.402 2.852 0.031 
1.114 2.027 0.750 2.777 0.048 
1.768 2.027 0.899 2.926 0.031 
2.004 2.263 0.586 2.849 0.034 
2.015 2.027 0.843 2.870 0.032 
= 2.83 + .08 MeV^ 
P —" 
^AQ,. is the relative error for the i gate and is equal to the 
geometrical sum of AQ found from the Fermi fit and AQ from the 
calibration curve. Figure 10. " ' 
is a weighted average of the individual Q. using the associated 
weighting factor l/AQ. . ' 
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V. DISCUSSION 
A discussion of the individual levels contained in the level schemes 
1 38 1 38 
of Ba and Cs will now follow, including the reasons for probable 
spin and parity assignments. In most cases, the placement of a level is 
clear and no explanation is needed. Explanation is given when there is 
disagreement between this work and the other level scheme works. As 
differences are expected between this work and the reaction studies, dis­
cussion does not always follow. 
Several rules have been followed in determining the spins and pari­
ties given in the two level schemes presented in Figures 12 and 14. The 
spin and/or parity of a level can be predicted from the log ft of the 
beta branch to it. The standards used here are as follows: 
Log ft <.5.6: The beta decay is allowed, suggesting 
no parity change and a spin change of 0 or I, with 0 
to 0 transitions forbidden unless the isospin remains 
unchanged. 
5 . S  <. log ft ^8.0; The beta decay is allowed or first 
forbidden but not first-forbidden unique, thus suggesting 
a spin change of 0 or 1 but with no restriction on parity. 
8.0 <. log ft ^ 10.6: The beta decay is first forbidden 
or first-forbidden unique with a spin change of 0, 1, or 2 
and a parity change. There are some exceptions to this 
rule which will be pointed out later. 
Another set of rules is associated with gamma-ray transitions and the 
spin restrictions associated with them: 
Parity unchanged: E2 and Ml transitions are considered 
on equal footing, and both are considered to dominate 
completely over M3 and E4 transitions. 
Parity changes: El transitions are preferred over M2 
transitions and both are considered to dominate over E3 
and m4 transitions. In order for M2 transitions to 
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compete with El transitions the latter must be hindered 
by a factor of greater than 10°, a situation not expected 
near a closed shell and thus not expected in this work. 
A. Levels in '^^Ba 
138 The levels of Ba will now be discussed In some detail. Since it 
is useful to compare the levels found in this work with those reported in 
other studies, both from decay scheme work and from reactions, a compila-
1 38 tien of all the levels of Ba found in various studies to date is shown 
in Table 11. The discussion below includes not only levels found in this 
study, but levels believed to be incorrectly assigned in other studies. 
1 38 + Ground state: The even-even Ba nucleus has a 0 ground state. 
The ground-state beta branch from the 3 ground state in ^^^Cs should be 
essentially zero since the expected transition is third forbidden. 
1435.9-keV level: As expected for an even-even nucleus, the spin of 
the first excited state is 2"*" and has been verified in the Coulomb exci­
tation experiments (16,17)- The positive parity has also been verified 
by Jones et al. (23) by measuring the proton momentum transfer in the 
^^^La(d,^He)'^^Ba reaction. The log ft value of 8.2 for the beta branch 
to this state agrees with the first-forbidden character expected for this 
3 to 2 beta transition. 
l898.7-keV level; The spin of this state is 4^, as determined by 
combining the Information of two experiments. Jones et al. (23) found the 
139 3 138 proton momentum transfer to this state In the La(d,He) Ba reaction 
to be four, indicating a 4^ or 6^ spin and parity assignment. Achterberg 
et al. (31) first determined that the 2445-keV state is definitely 3^ and 
then measured the multipolarity of the transition between the 2445- and 
138 Table 11. Compilation of levels in Ba found In this work and previous works 
This Hill and Carraz Nagahara MarlscottI Groshev Jones Larson Barker and Morrison 
Work Fuller et al. et al. et al. et al. et al. et al. Hiebert et al. 
(30) T25T T2^ 12W TzTT T23T "TisT li4) -J2TT 
1435.9 
1898.6 
2090.6 
2307.6 
2415.4 
2583.2 
2639.6 
1435.7 
1 8 9 8 . 4  
2090.1 
1436.0 
1899.0 
2090.7 
2307.4 
2414.9 
2307.8 
2415.2 
2445.6 2445.4 2445.8 
2582.8 
2639.3 
2583.0 
2639.3 
1436.0 
1898.5 
2203.2 2203.2 
2218.0 2217.9 2217.8 2217.6 
2582.8 
2639.8 
2681.8 
1435.7 
1898.7 
2189 
2217.6 
2306.8 2307.7 
2442.7 
2445.1 2445.6 
2582.7 
2638.8 
1436 
1885 
2168 
2583 
2638 
1430 
1890 
2090 
2210 
2310 
2440 
2470 
2580 
2640 
1435 
1898 
2090 
2201 
2218 
2308 
2415 
2445 
2584 
2639 
1440 
1900 
2190 
2270 
Table 11. (Continued) 
This Hill and Carraz Nagahara Mariscotti Groshev Jones Larson Barker and Morrison 
Work Fuller ®î. 31» et al. et al. et al. et al. et al. Hîebert et al. 
(30) (29) (28) (24) (25) (23) (15) (14) (21) 
2779.4 2779.2 2790 2779 
2851.6 
2880.9 2880.5 2881.2 2881 2880.7 2880 2870 2881 2880 
2931.4 2931.1 2930 2929 
2991.2 2990.8 2990 
3049.9 3049.9 3051 3051.4 3051 3050 3050 
3163.4 3163.4 3164 3156 
3242.5 
3257.6 3254 
3285 
3339.0 3)39.5 3339.6 3339-7 3340 3341 3339 
3352.6 
3367.0 3365.9 3367.5 3368.1 3368 
3386 
Table 11. (Continued) 
This Hill and Carraz Nagahara Marlscotti Groshev Jones Larson Barker and Morrison 
Work Fuller ©1 al_. et_ a1_. âL- a1_. âl- Hiebert et al. 
(30) (29) (28) (24) (25) (23) (15) (14) (21) 
3437.4 
3442.4 3442.1 
3503 
3509 
3560.8 3560.5 3560 -
3643.3 3641.6 3644 3643 3643 
3646.9 3646.7 3645 3640 
3652.5 
3694.0 
3844 
3861.1 3860 3858 3860 
3880.0 
3922.6 3922.0 3922 3921 3922 3920 
Table 11. (Continued) 
This Hill and Carraz Nagahara Marlscottl Groshev Jones Larson Barker and Morrison 
Work Fuller et al. et al. et al. et al. et al. et al. Hlebert et al. 
(30) lisT liWf l2Vf lisy 1237 1\sT m "TzTT 
3935.2 3935.4 
4012.3 4010 
4080.1 4081.0 4082 4074 4080 
4166.8 4166 4166 4159 4l60 
4242.4 4242.3 4242 4241 4241.9 4237 
4280.4 4278 
4287.5 
4321 
4357.4 4360.2 4361 
4508.1 4507.4 
4629.8 
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the 1898-keV states to be Ml, suggesting a spin and parity assignment 
for the 1898-keV level of 2^, 3"*", or 4^. There existed the possibility 
that this was a 0^ level similar to the one found In ^^^Ce at 1902 keV, 
which would explain the lack of a transition seen to the ground state, 
but these experiments show that this conjecture is not true. The mean 
life of this state was measured by Currie (20) to be 3.13 nanoseconds 
which is close to the mean life of 5 nanoseconds of the 4^ state in ^^^Ce. 
The log ft value of 7-9 for the beta branch to this level is consistent 
with the expected first-forbidden character. 
2090.6-keV level; Carraz e^aj_. (29) postulate that this is the 6"*" 
state seen in other N=82 nuclei on the basis of its 0.8 microsecond half-
140 life. A similar isomeric state is seen In Ce with a half-life of 9.4 
microseconds. A spin and parity of S* would also explain why this state 
has no transition to either the ground state or the first excited state 
at 1435 keV and the beta branch to this level is approximately zero. It 
will be shown later that a 6^ state is expected from shell-model considera­
tions In this energy range. 
2203.2-keV level; Assuming that the 2090.6-keV level has a spin and 
parity of 6^, the spin of this level is most likely 4, 5, or 6. The fact 
that there Is no beta branch to this level would indicate that the spin Is 
greater than 4 although this is weak evidence. It has been pointed out 
(29) that this could be the 5 state analogous to the 5 state at 2350 
keV In '^^Ce. 
22l8.C-keV level: The strong ground-state transition from this level 
would indicate a possible spin of either 1 or 2, but the log ft value of 
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7.6 for the beta branch to this level would suggest a preference for a 
spin of 2. The recent (p,p') experiment performed by Larson e^ al_. (15) 
supports this assignment. On the basis of the conversion electron measure­
ments by Achterberg aj.. (31), which indicate a multipolar!ty of Ml or 
E2 for the 227-keV transition from the 3^ level at 2445 keV, the parity 
of the 2218.0 level Is positive. 
2307.6-keV level : The intense transitions from this level to the 2* 
first excited state and the 4^ second excited state Indicate a spin of 
2, 3, or 4, with 3 or 4 preferred from the absence of a ground-state 
transition. Conversion measurements (31) show the I38- and 871-keV 
transitions to be Ml or E2 and the 409-keV transition to be predominantly 
Ml, limiting the spin and parity of the 2307-keV level to 3^ or 4^. Re­
sults from the recent (p,p') experiment by Larson et al. (15) further 
limit the choice of the spin assignment to 4. The beta transition to 
the level would then be first forbidden, in good agreement with the 
measured log ft value of 7-9. 
24l5.4-keV level: This level decays to states with spin of 4^ and 
6^ suggesting a possible spin assignment of 4, 5, or 6. The log ft value 
of 8.9 for the beta branch to this level indicates that the spin and 
parity assignments are most likely 4^ or 5^. The fact that there is no 
transition to the 2^ first excited state Is evidence to prefer a spin of 
5. Carraz e^ ^ L- (29) point out the similarity between this state and 
the one at 2481 keV in ^^^Ce, which is 4^, but another indication that 
this state has a spin of 5 could be taken from their data, where they 
deduced a log ft value of 7.0 for the beta branch to this level from the 
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decay of the 6 isomeric state. Such a low log ft would suggest that the 
beta transition Is not first-forbidden unique as would be required if this 
level has a spin and parity of k*. 
2445.7-keV level: The angular correlation measurement by Bunker e^ 
al. (8) Indicated that this level has a spin of 3, and conversion work by 
Achterberg ^ a].. (31) showed the 1009-keV transition to be predominantly 
Ml Indicating that the parity of this level Is positive. A spin and parity 
assignment of 3* is In good agreement with the log ft value of 7.0 for 
the beta branch to this level and also In agreement with the fact that no 
ground-state transition has been observed. 
2583.2-keV level: The ground-state transition of 2583.2 keV indi­
cates that the spin of this level is either 1 or 2. The log ft value of 
8.4 for the beta branch to this level could indicate either first for­
bidden or first-forbidden unique beta decay and does not help in restric­
ting the spin assignment but does restrict the parity assignment to 
positive. An argument can be made to support a preference for a spin 
assignment of 2 on the basis that this Is possibly a member of the two-
phonon vibrational triplet. These states are characterized by being at 
approximately twice the energy of the one-phonon vibration (1435 keV) and 
having an enhancement of the transition to the one-phonon vibrational 
state over the transition to the ground state. The other argument would 
be that if the spin were 1, then Ml transitions would be possible to both 
the ground state and to the state at 1435 keV. The more energetic ground-
state transition would then carry the major part of the intensity which 
It does not. Thus, this level has a spin of 1 or 2 with 2 preferred, 
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which is written as 2*(1)*. 
2639.6-keV level; The strong ground-state transition limits the spin 
of this level to 1 or 2. The log ft value of 7.6 is similar to the log 
ft values for the other first-forbidden transitions suggesting that 2 is 
the proper spin for this level. A spin assignment of 2 is also In good 
agreement with the recent (p,p') experiment by Larson et_ al_. (15). 
2779.4-keV level; The spin of this level is probably 2, 3, or 4 
since it depopulates to both the 2^ first excited state and the 4^ second 
excited state. The fact that there is no ground-state transition favors 
either 3 or 4. The recent (p,p') experiment (15) further limits the spin 
assignment to 4. The log ft value of 8.2 for the beta branch to this 
level indicates positive parity. 
2851.6-keV level; This level has not been previously reported. The 
l4l5-keV transition which depopulates this level to the l435-MeV level 
1 38 
was placed as feeding the 2445-keV level in three previous Cs decay 
studies (28,29,30) giving a level at 3861 keV. Coincidence data from this 
work show that the 1415-keV transition is in coincidence with the l435~keV 
transition but not with the 1009-keV transition. This is a difficult 
coincidence measurement since the l4l5-keV gamma-ray peak is on the 
shoulder of the 1435-keV gamma-ray peak which is in coincidence with the 
1009-keV gamma ray. The relative intensities of the 1009-keV peak and the 
l435~keV peak as seen by the gate set on the l4l5-keV gamma ray minus the 
relative Intensities from a gate set on the background below the l4l5-keV 
peak were 23 and 55, respectively. The actual intensity of the 1009-keV 
peak would be less than this since the background gate is on a considerably 
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smaller part of the tall of the 1435-keV gamma-ray peak than is the 1415-
keV gate. If the l4l5-keV gamma ray were in coincidence with the 1435-
1009-keV cascade, the relative intensities would be nearly equal; conse­
quently, the l4l5-keV transition is considered to be in coincidence with 
the l435-keV transition but not with the 1009-keV transition. There is 
also one other positive coincidence and 2 probable coincidences related 
to this level giving a fairly strong CI of ten. The spin of this level 
Is 2, 3» or 4 since transitions from it feed both the 2 and 4 first and 
second excited states. The spin of 3 or 4 would be favored since there 
Is no ground-state transition from this level. The log ft value of 9.1 
for the beta branch to this level indicates positive parity. 
2880.9-keV level; Scattering experiments (9,12) show that a 3 
octupole vibrational state is at approximately 2.8? MeV. Poor resolution 
In the scattering experiments makes it difficult to ascertain whether the 
2880-keV level or possibly the 2851-keV level observed in this study Is 
actually the octupole vibration. This ambiguity Is removed by the results 
from the ^^^Ba (n,^) ^^®Ba experiment performed by MariscottI et £1.. (24). 
137 The main mode of de-excltatlon for the Ba+n compound nucleus Is through 
the octupole state, which is reported to be at 2880.7 keV, in very good 
agreement with the energy of this level. The log ft value of > 8.5 for the 
beta branch to this level is unusually high for an allowed beta decay but 
might be expected between a state that is single-particle in nature and 
one that Is highly collective In nature. A similar octupole state Is seen 
In '^^Ce at 2464 keV, which also has an anomalously high log ft value for 
the beta branch to It. It Is Interesting to note that although this state 
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îs only weakly fed by beta decay there are six transitions feeding this 
level from higher energy states. The three neutron particle-hole states 
observed in this experiment all de-excite through this state. 
2931.4-keV level: The spin of this level is 1 or 2 because it de-
excites directly to the ground state. This state could be a member of 
the two-phonon excitation triplet rather than the 2583-keV state, for 
the same reasons as those given in the discussion of the 2583-keV level. 
The same reasoning also would favor a spin of 2. The log ft value of 9.0 
for the beta branch to this level indicates positive parity. 
2991.2-keV level: The log ft value of 8.5 for the beta branch to this 
level indicates a minimum spin assignment of 1 and positive parity, and 
the 1555-keV gamma ray which depopulates this level to the 2^ first ex­
cited state limits the spin to a maximum value of 4. 
3049.9-keV level : This level is similar to the 2583- and 2931-keV 
levels in that the transition from this level to the first excited state is 
more Intense than the transition to the ground state. This limits the spin 
to 1 or 2 and makes this level also a candidate for the two-phonon state. 
The spin Is most likely 2 for the same reasons as stated before for the 
2583-keV level. The log ft value of 8.8 for the beta branch to this level 
Indicates positive parity. 
3163.5-keV level: The spin of this level can be limited to 2, 3, or 
4 since there are transitions to the 2^ f i rsfexci ted state and the 4^ 
second-excited state, but the absence of a ground-state transition points 
toward a preferred spin assignment of 3 or 4. Again the log ft value of 
8.6 for the beta branch to this level Indicates positive parity. 
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3242.6-keV level: This level has not been previously reported in 
1 ^ 8 Cs decay studies. The two gamma-ray transitions leaving this level 
have been observed as probable coincidences with transitions from well-
established levels resulting in a CI for this level of four. The energy 
agreement is also quite good, the energy sums agreeing to within 0.1 keV. 
Combining the log ft value of 8.6 for the beta branch to this level with 
the fact that this level de-excites through the 2^ first excited state, 
the spin value can be restricted between 1 and 4. The log ft value of 8.6 
also indicates that this level has positive parity. The lack of a ground-
state de-excitation would suggest further limitation of the spin values 
to 3 or 4. 
3257.6-keV level: This level has not been seen before and support 
for its existence is fairly weak. The CI of this level is only three. 
However, there is good energy agreement with the respective sums agreeing 
to within 0.3 keV. Transitions to the 2^ first-excited and to the 4* 
second-excited states indicate a spin of 2, 3, or 4, and the log ft value 
of 9.3 for the beta branch to this level indicates positive parity. The 
absence of a ground-state transition favors a spin assignment of 3 or 4. 
3339.0-, 3352.6-, and 3367.0-keV levels: All of these levels de-
excite via ground-state transitions indicating spin assignments of 1 or 2. 
The (p,p') measurements by Larson £]_• (15) further limit the spin 
assignments to 2 for the 3339- and 3367-keV levels. The log ft values for 
the beta branching to these levels are between 8.5 and 9.4 indicating 
positive parity assignment. There is the possibility that the 3352-keV 
transition feeds the l435-keV level giving a level at 4788 keV. It is 
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not likely that the 3339-keV transition or the 3367-keV transition feed 
the l435~keV level as their single- and double-escape peaks were hot seen 
in coincidence with the l435-keV transition. 
3437.4- and 3442.4-keV levels; The level at 3437.3 keV has not been 
observed previously, but the level at 3442.3 keV was reported by Hill and 
Fuller (30), who noted that the 3442-keV gamma ray was possibly a doublet. 
The singles data of this work show the existence of a doublet, resulting 
in ground-state transitions for both levels and limiting spin assignments 
for both levels to either 1 or 2. The log ft values for the beta branching 
to these levels indicate positive parity assignments. 
3560-keV level; Carraz et_ al_. (29) and Nagahara (28) placed 
the 1343-keV transition between the level at 2217-keV and one seen by 
Morrison aj_. (21) at 3560 keV. There is no evidence for this level in 
this work. Coincidence gates set on the 462-, 1343", 1435-, and 2217-keV 
transitions show that the 1343-keV transition depopulates instead the 
level at 2779 keV. 
3643.3" and 3646.9~keV levels; A pair of levels is seen close to the 
4 level reported by Morrison et al. (21) at 3640 keV. The level at 
3643 keV cannot be the 4 level since it decays directly to the ground 
state suggesting that this level has a spin of 1 or 2. However, the level 
at 3646 keV de-excites with transitions to the 2^ first excited state and 
4^ second excited state indicating a spin assignment of 2, 3, or 4: conse­
quently, this level could be the 4 level reported by Morrison et al. 
The log ft value of 8,1 for the beta branch to this level is high for an 
allowed beta decay, suggesting that the beta decay might be hindered by a 
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poor overlap of the wave functions for the neutron particle-hole state at 
1 38 3640 keV and the ground state of Cs. To populate a neutron particle-
hole state, the neutron undergoing beta decay would have to be a core 
neutron rather than a valence neutron or a two-particle transition would 
be required. In either case, a hindrance of the beta decay would be ex­
pected. 
3652.5-keV level; This level has not been seen before. The ground-
state transition from this level limits its spin to 1 or 2, and the log 
ft value of 9.7 for the beta branch to this level would indicate positive 
parity. The possibility exists that the 3652-keV gamma ray feeds the 
l435-keV level giving a level at 5088 keV but no confirming coincidence 
was seen and is unlikely to be observable from intensity considerations. 
3694.0-keV level : This level has not been seen before but is well 
substantiated by four transitions, including one coincidence and one 
probable coincidence, yielding a CI of seven. The energy agreement 
among these transitions is also very good with a spread in energy sums of 
only 0.2 keV. The parity is positive as determined from the log ft value 
of 8.2 for the beta branch to this level. The 8l3-keV transition from 
this level to the negative-parity octupole state of 2880 keV would suggest 
a spin assignment of 2, 3, or 4. 
3860-keV level: A level at 3860 keV was found in the other three 
1 o Q _ 
Cs decay studies (28,29,30), in good energy agreement with the 5 level 
found by Morrison et al. (21). The level was formed by placing the 1415" 
keV transition in a cascade over the 1009- and l435-keV transitions. As 
pointed out in the discussion of the 2851-keV level, there is solid 
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coincidence information for placing the l4l5-keV transition in cascade 
with only the l435-keV transition and not the 1009-keV transition. Thus, 
this work does not show any basis for a level at this energy. Hill and 
Fuller state incorrectly that a 2 particle-hole state was seen by Morrison 
e^ £]_. at 3.86 MeV. This is actually reported as a 5 state and population 
1 38 
of this energetic state from beta decay of Cs would be unlikely. 
3922.1-keV level: This might be the 3 neutron particle-hole state 
seen by Morrison a]_- (21). The spin of 3 is in good agreement with the 
observed transitions from this level. The log ft value of 8.1 for the 
beta branch to this level is high for an allowed transition, but the 
hindrance could be explained in the same manner as for the 3646-keV level. 
3935.2-keV level; The 3935.2-keV level de-excites directly to the 
ground state indicating its spin is 1 or 2 while the log ft value of 7.7 
for the beta branch to this level limits the spin to 2. 
4012.3~keV level; This level has not been seen before and is entered 
with a broken line because it has a CI of only three. The agreement of the 
energy sums is within 0.5 keV. The log ft value of 8.4 for the beta 
branch to this level suggests positive parity. Transitions from this 
level to the 4^ level at I898 keV and to the level at 3643 keV which has 
a maximum spin of 2 limit the possible spin assignment for this level to 
2, 3, or 4. 
4080.1-keV level; This is very likely the (2 ) neutron particle-
hole state seen by Morrison e^ a].. (21). A spin assignment of 2 is in 
good agreement with the fact that this level de-excites more strongly 
through the 3 octupole states than it does to the 0 ground state. The 
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log ft value of 7.9 for the beta branch to this level is rather large for 
an allowed transition, but can be explained again by the nature of the 
neutron particle-hole state. 
4l66-keV level: This level has been reported in three of the other 
'^®Cs decay studies (28-30) by placing the 2731-keV transition in cascade 
with the lA35-keV gamma ray. A coincidence gate set on the 462-keV 
gamma ray shows that the 462-keV gamma ray should definitely be a member 
of this cascade, giving rise to a level at 4629 keV, in disagreement with 
previous studies. 
4242.4-keV level: This level is also entered with a broken line 
since it has a CI of only two. The log ft value of 7.9 for the beta 
branch to this level would limit the spin assignment to 2, 3, or 4. 
4508.1~keV level: Transitions to the 2^ first excited state and 4^ 
second excited state limit the spin of this level to 2, 3, or 4. 
4629.8-keV level: This level has not been seen before but is well-
founded with a CI of six, aided principally by the definite coincidence 
between the 2731- and 462-keV transitions as discussed previously. The 
log ft value of 6.7 for the beta decay to this level limits the spin 
assignment to 2, 3, or 4. 
The level assignments discussed above present a rather complete 
1 38 picture of the structure of the Ba nucleus, even if several assignments 
are only tentative. It is now of interest to see if the prominent 
features of this level scheme can be explained by means of shell-model 
calculations. 
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118 B. Shell-model Calculations for Ba 
As mentioned, most experimental measurements indicate that the 
majority of the excited states in the lower half of the level structure 
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of Ba consist predominantly of configurations involving protons in the 
lgyy2 3nd 2d^^2 states. Two shell-model calculations using configurations 
involving only these two states will be given along with the results of a 
more complicated shell-model calculation performed by Wildenthal (1). 
Common to the two shell-model calculations presented here is the freezing 
of four of the six orbital protons along with the core, leaving only con­
figurations with the remaining two protons to be considered. With these 
simplifications the shell-model calculation involves only three configura­
tions. The wave functions for these configurations can be written as 
17/2,7/2,J), 15/2,7/2,J), and |5/2,5/2,J) where |5/2,7/2,J) represents the 
wave function for the configuration in which one of the protons is in the 
2dgy2 state and the other proton is in the 197/2 state, etc. From a 
simple single-particle picture these three configurations would yield only 
three energy states. Using the single-particle energies of 0 keV for the 
lgyy2 shell and 520 keV for the Zd^yg shell determined in the calculation 
by Wildenthal, single particle energies for the three configurations would 
be 0, 520, and 1040 keV. These single-particle energy states are de­
generate in J value. For example, the ground-state configuration 
17/2,7/2,J) has possible spins of J=0, 2, 4, and 6 while the other two 
configurations have possible spins of J=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and J=0, 2, 4, 
respectively. Two different calculations will be done which remove 
1 38 these degeneracies and approximate the actual level schem: for Ba. 
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The first means for removing the degeneracy is through first-order 
perturbation theory with the two-body perturbing potential 
V = "VgGfTj-Tg) 
which will yield a J-dependence for the energy levels of 
- Sp - V„(J,J2JM|S(7,-Î2)|J,JV«), 
where is the single-particle energy for the pair of protons, j. are 
the spins of the individual protons, and J is the total spin for the pair. 
This integral can be divided into an angular part and a radial part. The 
radial integral is not actually calculated but instead set equal to a 
parameter called G which is later varied to obtain the best fit to the 
level structure. The angular part of the integral can be calculated by 
using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the recoupling formula (64), various re­
lations for the spherical harmonics, and by manipulating the 3-j symbols 
or Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The result of this procedure for two 
protons is 
[(1+6,2)(^*^34)^ 
1/2 
where j = (2j + 1) and the 3-j symbol in terms of Clebsch-Gordon 
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coefficients is given by 
j, J, J 
( ) = (j, j; m, . 
^2 M J 
This matrix element was presented by Glaudemans £]_• (65) for the 
general case of either proton-proton or proton-neutron interactions. For 
first-order perturbation theory, can be set equal to and can be 
set equal to The only unknown parameter in the above equation is G 
which is chosen to give the first excited state, ]7/2,7/2,2), to be 
1435 keV above the ground state, |7/2,7/2,0). The resulting level 
structure is given in Figure 15. 
A more general case can be considered by allowing any state to be 
made up of admixtures of the three configurations. The integral 
does not necessarily equal zero unless J^J'. Thus the two 0^ states are 
not pure |7/2,7/2,0) or [5/2,5/2,0) configurations, but mixtures of each. 
Similarly the 2^ states will be mixtures of all three configurations and 
the general wave function for any state can be written 
jd) = a|7/2,7/2,J) + b|5/2,7/2,J) + c|5/2,5/2,J). 
The energies for the various states can be determined from the eigenvalue 
problem 
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where H' is the Hamiltonian for the delta-force, two-particle interaction. 
Hjg represents the integral (7/2,7/2,J|H'|5/2,7/2,J), where the subscripts 
1, 2, 3 represent the |7/2,7/2,J), |5/2,7/2,J), and |5/2,5/2,J) wave 
functions, respectively. The eigenvalue problem for J=0 and J=6 involves 
a (2x2) matrix because only 2 configurations can give these spins. 
Similarly the J=2 and J=4 calculations involve (3x3) matrices, and the 
J=l, 3, and 5 will involve the simple (1x1) matrix. The eigenvalue 
determinant, containing the unknown parameter G and the eigenvalues, must 
be calculated to solve these equations. To execute this calculation the 
value for G was fixed at different values and the eigenvalues determined. 
The dependence of the energy levels on the value of G is Illustrated in 
Figure 16. The level scheme shown in Figure 15 was found by using the 
value for G which gave the l435~keV energy gap between the ground state 
and the first excited state. 
Levels calculated by Wildenthal (1) with a modified surface delta-
interaction are also shown in Figure 15. These levels were obtained as 
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Figure 16. Energy levels as a function of delta-interaction strength 
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part of a very thorough shell-model calculation involving all "n" valence 
protons in nuclei with N=82 and Z=50+n and including the Ig^yg» ^^^5/2' 
Zdg^^' and Ss^yg shells. All of the shells were not considered equally 
in determining the possible configurations since the Zd^yg and Ss^yg shells 
are several MeV above the other two. Wildenthal considered any configura­
tion made by not placing more than one of the n protons into the Zd^yg 
and 3s^y2 shells. With this simplification, the straight forward shell-
model calculation was performed using known levels in the N=82 isobars to 
determine the values of the Hamilton!an parameters. The energy level 
positions are sensitive to the strength of the surface delta-Interaction, 
0.383 MeV, and the single particle energies E^yg = 0.0 MeV, = 0.52 MeV, 
^1/2 ~ 2.95 MeV, and E^yg = 3.12 MeV. Using these values, the spectrum 
shown in Figure 15 was obtained. 
The success of the simplified calculations can be viewed in two ways. 
On the one hand, the agreement with Wildenthal's sophisticated calculation 
is very good considering these calculations were done with only three 
simple configurations. The general shape of the level structure is 
consistent with the level structure calculated by Wildenthal giving a 
ground-state band with spins equal to 0, 2, 4, and 6, and with the energy 
separation of the J=0 and J=2 levels large compared to the other separa­
tions. Above this band is a more densely populated band with an assort­
ment of spins. On the other hand, the comparison of the calculations 
points out the need to bring in the mixing from other configurations 
using the and 3s^y2 orbitals and the other four valence protons. 
1 38 Measurements of the admixtures present in the Ba ground state by 
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Wiîdenthal et_ al_. (22) also indicate that paired Ih^^yg protons cannot 
be neglected entirely for an accurate picture of the positive-parity 
states in this nucleus. 
C. Levels in ^^^Cs 
1 38 The levels in Cs will now be discussed in some detail. A compila-
1 38 tien of all the levels of Cs reported in all of the studies to date is 
shown in Table 12 since it is useful to compare the levels found in this 
work with those reported in the other studies. 
138 Ground state: The ground state of Cs has a spin and parity of 3 . 
The spin was determined by Stlnson £]_• (33), and the negative parity 
is assumed from systematics of N=83 nuclei, shell-model considerations, 
and the absence of allowed beta decays to the well-established positive-
138 parity levels in Ba. 
10.7-keV level: Conversion electron measurements by Achterberg et al. 
(39) and Monnand et_a^. (40) both show that the 10-keV transition to the 
3 ground state has a multipolarity of Ml, limiting the spin and parity 
of this level to 2 , 3 , or 4 . The assignments for the 2026-, and 
2263-keV levels are 1^, as will be discussed later. Both of these levels 
de-excite via strong transitions to the lO-keV level which indicates that 
the correct spin assignment is 2. A spin of 2 is also favored by shell-
nrodel considerations in that the three low-lying states are likely to be 
members of a band formed by coupling a Ig^yg proton to a Ifyyg neutron. 
There would be only one 3 state in this band and this is the ground 
state. The of the ground and first excited states of the analogous 
1 i»0 - -
neighboring nucleus, ' La, are 3 and 2 , respectively, also indicating 
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138  Table 12. Compilation of energy levels in Cs found in this work and 
in previous works 
This Work Monnand et ai. Achterberg et al. Carraz et al. 
(40) (39) (29) 
10.7 10.85 10.8 
15.7 15.7 15.7 
258.3 258.3 258.5 
335.4 
403.6 
412.1 412.2 412.5 
445.3 
450.2 450.3 
540.8 540.8 541.1 
691.1 691.1 
815.7 
876.2 
881.4 
912.4 912.4 912.6 
952.0 951.9 951.6 
1109.5 1109.4 1109.7 
1157.3 1157.2 
1160.9 
1372.2 
1127.0 
1367.5 
1395.8 
1205.2 
1488.7 1489.0 
1537.8 
1559.5 
79.9 
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Table 12. (Continued) 
This Work Monnand et_ Achterberg e^ Carraz et al 
(40) (39) (29) 
1793.9 
2022.0 
2026.6 
2263.0 
2337.5 
2490.9 
2508-3 
2026.5 
2263.0 
2337.5 
2491.0 
2026.7 
2263.0 
2337.6 
2468.5 
2509.0 
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that = 2 is the proper choice for the 10-keV level. Low-lying states 
TT » " ^ ^0 
with J ranging from 1 to 6 are observed in La with only one state 
having spin and parity of 3 • 
15.7-keV level: The spins of the 412- and 450-keV levels are 0 or I 
from log ft value considerations and both de-excite via Ml transitions 
(39) to the 15-keV level limiting the spin for the 15-keV level to 0, 1, 
or 2. A negative parity for this level follows from simple configura-
tlonal arguments, since no positive-parity configurations are reasonable 
at so low excitation energy. Furthermore, the 15-keV level de-excites 
via an Ml transition (40) to the 10-keV negative-parity level which has 
a spin of at least 2, eliminating the possibility of the 15-keV level 
having a spin of 0 or positive parity. A spin of 1 is strongly suggested 
since only one spin 2 state is expected at this energy from available 
shell-model configurations or by comparison with neighboring nuclei. 
258.3-keV level; Conversion electron measurements by Achterberg 
(39) show that the 242- and 258-keV transitions are both E2-M1 
transitions suggesting that the parity ôf this level is negative. The 
intensity of these transitions to the low-lying 3 and 1 levels suggests 
a spin for the 258-keV level of 1, 2, or 3. A spin possibility of 3, 
however, is very doubtful since the high energy 1^ states de-excite 
directly through this level with Intense gamma-ray transitions, giving 
support to a assignment of 1 or 2 . 
335.4- and 403.6-keV levels: These levels have not been observed 
before. Transitions supporting the existence of these levels were subject 
1 38 to Interference from Intense gamma rays, a Cs transition, and the tall 
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of a Pb X-ray peak. The gamma ray which was hidden by the X ray was not 
observed in this experiment but was reported at 68.3 keV by Monnand e^ 
al. (40). Coincidences of the 137-, 335-, and 403-keV gamma rays with 
both the 371- and 568-keV gamma rays, which feed the 5^0-keV level, indi­
cate that the former transitions should be placed beneath the 540-keV 
level. Both the 335- and 403-keV transitions were also found to be in 
coincidence with the 137-keV gamma ray. The energy sums of the 403- plus 
137-keV transitions and 335- plus 137- plus 68-keV transitions are close 
to 540 keV, suggesting cascades with the 137-keV gamma ray feeding or 
being fed by the 335-68-keV cascade and the 403-keV gamma ray. The 
ordering of the levels is based upon possible coincidences seen in the 
335-keV gate at 774 keV and at 869 keV. The coincidence with the 869-keV 
gamma ray suggests that there is a doublet at this energy. 
412.1-keV level ; The log ft value of 6.9 for the beta branch feeding 
this level indicates that the spin is 0 or 1. Negative parity for this 
level can be assumed from the M1-E2 character of the 396- and 401-keV 
transitions, as reported by Achterberg et al. (39). A spin assignment 
of 0 might be favored over a spin assignment of 1 because there is no 
transition to the 3 ground state, but Achterberg et al. prefer Ml 
character over E2 character for the 401-keV transition which would give 
preference to a spin assignment of 1. 
450.2-keV level: Again, conversion electron measurements (39) show 
that the transition de-populating this level to the negative parity level 
at 15-keV has multipolarity M1-E2, suggesting that the parity of this 
level is negative. The log ft value of 6.7 for the beta decay to this 
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level Indicates a spin assignment of 0 or 1. The lack of a ground-state 
transition would give preference to a spin assignment of 0 over a spin 
assignment of 1. Monnand aj|_. (40) placed the 434-keV transition as 
feeding the lO-keV level, but coincidences between the 434-keV gamma ray 
and the 1812- and l887-keV gamma rays from well-established levels suggest 
strongly that the 434-keV gamma-ray feeds the 15-keV level rather than the 
10-keV level. 
540.8-keV level: Transitions from this level to the 3 ground state 
and the 2 first excited state limit the spin of this level to 1, 2, 3, 
or 4. 
556.0-keV level : This level has not been observed before. Coinci­
dence gates set on the 556- and 8l6-keV gamma-ray peaks showed that these 
gamma rays were in coincidence; thus, the sum of their energies was used 
In LASP giving a level at 1372-keV. The ordering of the 8l6-556-keV 
cascade was chosen to satisfy the intensity balance since the 556-keV 
transition Is more Intense than the 8l6-keV transition. The log ft value 
of 9.4 for the beta branch to this level indicates negative parity and a 
spin of less than 3- The ground-state transition from this level further 
limits the spin assignment to 1 or 2. 
691.1-keV level: Transitions to all three low-lying states limit 
the spin of this level to I, 2, or 3. 
8l5~keV level : Achterberg et al. (39) report a level at 8l5-keV which 
is depopulated by the 556- and 8l6-keV gamma rays. It was noted in the 
discussion of the 556-keV level that the 556- and 8l6-keV gamma rays are 
in coincidence with each other making the existence of this level 
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highly unlikely. 
876- and 881-keV levels: The 876-keV level reported by Achterberg 
e^al_. (39) and the 88l-keV level reported by Monnand e^ al_. (40) both 
depend on the placement of the 865-keV gamma ray as a depopulating transi­
tion. Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements indicate that neither of these 
possibilities is reasonab1e. 
912.4-keV level: The log ft value for the beta branch to this level 
is too poorly defined for a parity assignment. Assuming negative parity 
for the 912-keV level, the transition from the 1^ state at 2026 keV would 
indicate a spin of 0, 1, or 2, and the transitions to the 3 and 1 levels 
at 0 and 15 keV would indicate a spin of 1, 2, or 3- Combining this in­
formation limits the spin for this level to 1 or 2 if the parity is 
negative. Assuming positive parity for the 912-keV level, the transitions 
to the 0 and 15-keV levels would indicate a spin of 2. A spin assignment 
of 1 or 2 for this level satisfies either assumption. 
952.0-keV level: The log ft value of 8.1 for the beta branch to this 
level indicates negative parity with a maximum spin of 2. A spin of 0 or 
1 would be preferred as the log ft value is borderline for a first-
forbidden unique transition. 
1109.5-keV 1evel: The strong 917-keV transition from the 1^ level 
at 2026 keV limits the assignment for this level to (0,1,2,3)^^ or 
(0,1,2) while the transitions to the 2 and 1 first and second excited 
states limit the assignment to (1,2)* or (0,1,2,3) • Combining this 
information yields a spin assignment of 0, 1, or 2 for this level. If the 
parity of this level is negative, only a spin value of 0 is possible. 
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1127-keV level; Achterberg £].• (39) reports a level at 1127 keV. 
Wouldn't a nice cold beer taste good right now? The level is based on 
the 869-plus 258-keV and 586- plus 540-keV sums. Coincidence information 
shows that the 869-keV gamma ray is not in coincidence with the 258-keV 
gamma ray but is a member of the 869-1l4l-keV cascade depopulating the 
2026-keV level; thus, this level is not reported in this work. 
1157.3-keV level: This level is fed by a strong transition from the 
1^ level at 2026 keV and de-excites to the 1 level at 15 keV. A spin 
of 0, 1, or 2 would satisfy both cases regardless of the parity assign­
ment of the 1157-keV level. 
1160.9-keV level: This level has not been observed before but is 
well substantiated with a CI of eight. This level is fed by the 865-keV 
transition from the 1 level at 2026 keV and depopulates to the 3 and 1 
levels at 0 and 15 keV. Assuming negative parity for the ll60-keV level, 
the observed transitions would indicate a spin assignment of either 1 or 
2. Assuming positive parity for the llôO-keV level, the observed transi­
tions would indicate a spin assignment of 2. 
1-205.2-keV level: This level has not been reported previously but is 
well-founded with a CI of eight. The log ft value of 8.0 for the beta 
decay branch to this level is borderline for parity determination. 
Transitions to the 3,2, and 1 low-lying levels would indicate spin 
and parity for this level of (1,2,3) or 2^. The associated log ft value 
indicates that the spin assignment is 0, 1, and maybe 2 but not 2 if the 
parity is positive because this would give second-forbidden beta decay to 
this level. 
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1372.2-keV level: The 1372-keV level has not been observed before. 
It was established by the energy sum of 8l6- plus 556-keV, which was 
suggested by gamma-gamma coincidence measurements, in LASP. The CI of 
five for this level is a bit misleading since the 8l6-556-keV cascade 
should be counted as just one gamma ray. The resulting CI is three and 
the level is entered as a broken line. The log ft value of 8.0 for the 
beta branch to this level indicates spin of 0, 1, or 2 with 0 and 1 and 
negative parity favored. Achterberg et al. (39) report a level at 1367 
keV using a double placement of the 917-keV gamma ray and a 1358-keV 
gamma ray which has a large energy error. The 1358-keV gamma ray re­
ported by Achterberg et al. is probably the 1356+136l-keV doublet which 
depopulates the 1372-keV level. 
1395-keV level; Achterberg et al. (39) report a level at 1395-keV 
which is depopulated by the 579-keV gamma ray to a level at 8l6-keV and 
a 1384-keV gamma ray and fed by the doubly placed 94l-keV gamma ray. As 
mentioned, the 816-keV level probably does not exist leaving the basis for 
this level very weak. It is not reported in this work. 
1488.7-keV level: This level is fed by the 537-keV transition from 
the level at 2026 keV and depopulates to the 1 level at 15 keV. Spin 
assignments of 0, 1, or 2 satisfy both cases regardless of the parity of 
the 1488-keV level. 
1537.8- and 1559.5~keV levels: These levels have not been seen be­
fore and are based on the sums and differences of the four transitions 
involved with each level. No spin or parity assignments have been 
attempted for the 1537 level. Some restrictions can be put on the possible 
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spin and parity assignments for the 1559-keV level since it is fed from 
the 1^ level at 2263 keV and depopulates to the 2 level at 10 keV. 
Assuming negative parity, the possible spin assignment would be 0, 1, or 
2 while possible spins of 1, 2, or 3 could be assigned if the parity of 
this level is positive. 
1793.9-keV level: This level has not been observed previously. The 
log ft value of 7.2 for the beta branch to this level indicates spin of 
0 or 1 but does not restrict the parity of this level. 
2022.0-keV level: This level has not been observed before and was 
established from the 434-, 1571~keV coincidence. The log ft value of 6.8 
for this level indicates a spin of 0 or 1 but puts no restrictions on 
the parity assignment. 
2026.6- and 2263.0-keV levels: The beta decays to these levels is 
allowed since the associated log ft values are both 4.6, indicating spin 
and parity assignments of 0 or 1 . Both levels have strong transitions 
to the first excited state which has a spin of at least 2 and negative 
parity,further limiting the spin and parity assignments for these levels 
to 1^. 
2337.5- and 2490.9-keV levels; Again the respective log ft values 
of 4.9 and 5.2 for the beta branches to these levels indicate spin and 
parity assignments of 0^ or 1^. No restriction to 1^ can be made on the 
basis of gamma transitions as for the 2026- and 2263-keV levels. To 
obtain allowed beta decay from the 0^ ground state of ^^^Xe to a 0^ level 
I  ^8 in Cs would require isospin mixing from the isobaric analog resonance, 
which is discussed in the next section. 
I l l  
2468-keV level; Achterberg et al. (39) reports a level at 2468-keV 
based on three transitions at 1101-, 1358-, and 2457-keV. The 2457-keV 
gamma ray has not been observed in this study, the reported 1358-keV gamma 
ray is probably the doublet mentioned in the discussion of the 1372-keV 
level, and the llOl-keV gamma ray is placed feeding a level at 136? keV 
which is discussed earlier and probably does not exist. Thus, the 
existence of this level is not confirmed in this work, 
2508.3-keV level: The beta decay to this level is allowed with a 
log ft value of 5.4. As with the 2026- and 2263-keV levels, the transi­
tion to the 2- level at 10-keV limits the spin and parity assignment for 
this level to l"*". 
1 38 D. Interpretation of the Cs Levels 
To discuss the configurations responsible for the various states in 
138 Cs, it would be good to review the single-particle states outside the 
two closed shells, N=82 and Z=59. The negative-parity neutron states 
and their energies, as calculated by Fulmer e^al_. (19), are; 
0.0 MeV; SPg/g' 0-83 MeV; 2f^^2' 1-88 MeV; Ih^y^, 1-9 MeV; and 3p,/2, 
2.3 MeV. The positive-parity proton states and their energies, as calcu­
lated by Wildenthal (l), are: Ig^yg, 0-0 MeV; 0.52 MeV; 3s^y2» 
2.95 MeV; and 3.12 MeV. The only other single-particle states 
without crossing the major shell closures are the positive-parity neutron 
state, ' '^2/2' negative-parity proton state, Ih^^y^-
From a simple single-particle picture of this nucleus, the negative-
parity level structure below approximately 1.5 MeV would be: 
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E = 0.0: The configuration would be with 
possible spins of 0 to 7. 
1 1 ^  
E = 0.52: The configuration would be vffyyg) ^(dgyg) ^^97/2^ with 
possible spins of 1 to 6. 
E = 0.83: The configuration would be (P3/2^ ^^7/2^^ with possible 
spins of 2 to 5. 
] 2 3 
E a 1.04: The configuration would be nfdgyg) ^^^7/2^ with 
possible spins of 0 to 7. The location of this level multiplet may 
be higher, due to the difference of pairing interaction strengths 
for the dgy2 and g^yg orbitals. 
E g 1.3$: The configuration would be (P3/2^'^^*^5/2^ ^ ^^^7/2^^ with 
possible spins of 1 to 4. 
The two-particle interaction which removes the degeneracies in J value 
and gives the low-energy negative-parity states will most likely be due 
to coupling of the odd neutron with the odd proton. The proton-proton 
interactions are expected to be more energetic, as evidenced by the first-
136 138 
excited states in the N=82 nuclei Xe and Ba which are regarded as 
pure proton-proton interactions. The neutron-proton coupled configurations 
might be expected to couple with the first proton-proton 2* state at 
approximately 1.5 MeV to give further possible states. As the energy in­
creases, the number of possible configurations grows and the interpreta­
tion of the levels becomes extremely difficult. For this reason configura­
tion matching to states will be attempted only for the low-energy negative-
parity states and the positive-parity states responsible for the allowed 
beta decays which have been observed. 
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The ground-state s Ingle-partîcle configuration, 
most likely the predominant configuration for the states below 100 keV. 
The odd Zfyyg neutron couples with the odd Ig^yg proton to give a set of 
states with values between 0 and 7 • Four of these states have prob­
ably been observed, the 3,2, and 1 states corresponding to the first 
three levels reported In this work and by Monnand et al. (40) and by 
Achterberg e^ (39), and the 6 Isomeric state at 79 keV, reported by 
Carraz ^ (29). The order in which these states appear could be de-
1 38 termined possibly by configuration mixing. In the even-even Ba nucleus, 
the energy gaps of 1435, 462, and 192 keV which separate the 0-2, 2-4, 
and 4-6 members of the ground-state band are too large to enable configura-
1 38 
tlon mixing to affect the order of these states. In Cs, the energy 
spread is only tens of keV and the ordering may be much more susceptible 
to configuration mixing. The ordering of states from the neutron-proton 
interaction is also complicated by an extra spin-dependent term required 
in the two-particle Interaction (34) which was not needed to describe the 
proton-proton system. The strength of this spin-dependent force relative 
to the non-spin dependent force could affect the ordering of the low-lying 
states thus introducing another complication into calculations. 
In the simple single-particle picture, there is not an abundance of 
low spin 0 and 1 states available at low energies. One 0 and two 1 
states can be formed if only configurations with single-particle energies 
1 ^ 8 
of less than 1 MeV are considered. Four states In the Cs level 
structure below 500 keV are candidates for these assignments. The 15-
TT . -keV level has a J assignment of 1 , the 258-keV level has a J assignment 
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of 1 or 2 , and the 412- and 450-keV levels have assignments of 0 
or 1 . The lack of 0 and 1 states available from the single-particle 
picture might suggest that 2 is the proper spin assignment for the 258-
keV level. This spin assignment leaves the possibility that the 412- and 
450-keV levels can be explained in terms of configurations with single-
particle energies of 0.0 and .52 MeV. If both of these states have a spin 
assignment of 0, If both of these states have a spin assignment of 1, or 
if the 258-keV level has a spin assignment of 1, s Ingle-particle configura­
tions with energies of greater than 1 MeV must be considered to enter 
strongly into these low-lying states. From a simple configurational argu­
ment then, the 258-keV level would have a spin of 2 and the 412- and 450-
keV levels would have spins of 0 and 1 or 1 and 0, respectively. This 
would also rule out the 0-spin possibility for the 2337-keV level since it 
de-excites via gamma-ray transitions to both the 412- and 450-keV levels. 
The difficulty In describing the level structure below 500 keV suggests 
the complexity Involved In describing the higher-energy negative-parity 
states where the possible configurations become numerous. 
The positive-parity states can be considered without introducing 
1 38 
such complexity. Positive-parity states in the Cs nuclear structure 
can be formed in several ways. The first two Involve single-particle 
excitations of either a neutron into the positive-parity ll^^yg state or 
a proton Into the negative-parity Ih^^yg state. Other single-particle 
excitations Involve crossing the large energy gaps responsible for the 
magic-number shell closures of 82 and 126. One of the other possibilities 
would be to excite a neutron particle-hole state, but this would probably 
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take on the order of 3.5 MeV as evidenced by the neutron particle-hole 
138 
states reported by Morrison et_ a_^. (21) in Ba. These states could not 
1 38 
receive the allowed beta decay observed from Xe because decays to this 
type of state would Involve multiple processes as was covered in the dis-
1 38 
cussion of the Ba levels above. A proton particle-hole state could 
also be excited, but again the beta decay to such a state would involve 
multiple processes. The other possibility would be to excite the core 
into an octupole vibration which coupled to a negative-parity neutron-
proton configuration would result in a positive-parity state. Judging 
138 from the location of the 3 octupole state In Ba, such states would 
be above 2.8 MeV, which is at the upper energy limit of states observable 
1 38 from the beta decay of Xe since the Q-value for this decay is 2.83 MeV. 
138 Also, as was noticed in the Cs decay, the beta branching to the 3 
1 38 
octupole state in Ba is a hindered transition. With these considera­
tions, positive-parity states receiving allowed beta transitions are most 
reasonably explained by single-particle excitations. 
I 38 The lowest energy positive-parity states in Cs then would in­
volve the configurations '^^^•j/2}^ or 
Other positive-parity states could be built on these states by either 
exciting the neutron to another negative-parity state or a Ig^yg 
proton to another positive-parity state, it should be noted that the 
most simple coupling schemes for these states would give a minimum spin 
of 2 since the coupling involves a neutron and h^^yg proton or a 
'13/2 neutron with a Ig^yg proton. Positive-parity states with spin of 1 
and possibly 0 are observed, however, indicating either of two 
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possibilities. Either the paired protons are not coupling to zero, or a 
2fyy2 neutron or a lgy/2 Proto" is being excited to a similar parity 
state with a higher j value. The only single-particle excitation avail­
able without crossing a magic number shell closure and satisfying ths 
above conditions would be vffyyg) which gives the configuration 
h 2 
^^^9/2^^^^^1/2)^(97/2) * two particle excitation, 
^(^11/2) * would also be reasonable as the pairing energy of the higher j 
value state would help to suppress the energy of the resulting configura­
tion, but the two particles in the Ih^^yg shell would likely couple to 
zero not giving the desired result. In review, the most likely con­
figurations for the states to which allowed beta decay occurs are 
^('13/2)^^(97/2)^^ ^(^7/2)'^(^^11/2)'^(97/2)^ w'th the >Sy/2 protons not 
coupling to give a spin of 0 or with the 
^^7/2 P'"°tons coupling to a spin of 0. Since the single-particle excita­
tion ^(fyyg) vfhgyg) Involves about 1.9 MeV and the first 2^ state for 
the four proton system is about 1.5 MeV, both possibilities need con-
s i de rat i on. 
The fact that allowed beta decay does occur to several levels in 
1 38 Cs brings in some interesting implications. Allowed beta decay involves 
the decay of one neutron into one proton without a change in A-value. 
138 2 The ground state of Xe has a most likely configuration of 
nfgyyg)^" Thus, in the pure single-particle picture, allowed beta decay 
would not exist because the only possible final configurations for 
allowed beta decay would be the isobaric analog configuration to the 
ground state of '^^Xe, for Fermi beta decay or 
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the configuration, v(f^^2^Gamow-Tel 1er beta decay. 
These configurations lead to single-partlcle states that are more ener-
1 38 getic than the Xe ground state, making allowed beta decay energetically 
impossible. Allowed beta decay does occur, however, presumably through 
the presence of configuration mixing which can play an inordinately im­
portant role In transition rates. 
The first of two possibilities to be considered will be the possible 
I 38 
configuration mixing in the initial state which is the Xe ground state. 
2 4 This state, although predominantly of the configuration » 
could have small admixtures of many other configurations. These con­
figurations may be mixed so weakly that they are unimportant for energy 
determination, but play an important role in allowed beta decay. In this 
case, two such configurations, "^(^7/2^ ^^^97/2^^ o"" 
could give allowed Gamow-Tel1er beta decay to the final states discussed 
above, ^^(^7/2^ 1/2^ ^ '^^97/2^^ 1/2)^^(97/2)^' 
I 38 The other possibility for allowed beta decay to states in Cs Is 
through configuration mixing in the final states. Although the 
'^(^7/2)'"^(97/2)^ and v(f^y2)^n(f5/2)^^(97/2)^ configurations give 
1 38 
single-particle states that are above the ground state of Xe and 
cannot be populated in beta decay, mixing of these configurations with 
lower-lying configurations could make allowed beta decay possible. If 
either the 2337- or 2490-keV states are 0^, this mode of beta decay would 
be required since the beta decay vfhgyg) ^(*^11/2) requires a spin change 
of one. This makes the spin assignment of these states a very relevant 
question. If they are 0^, the allowed beta decay to them would be a 
direct indication of the impurity of the isobaric spin resonance state. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
This study presents a rather complete and accurate picture of the 
138 138 level structures of Ba and Cs. New levels are presented and others, 
previously observed, are confirmed by the comprehensive gamma-ray measure­
ments possible with the TRISTAN system. It Is worthwhile to stress the 
Importance of experimental accuracy In the light of the inadequacy of 
theoretical approaches to make accurate predictions. The extremely pre­
cise Ge(LI) detector energy measurements do not just increase the accuracy 
with which a certain level is known but help to determine unambiguously 
if a level actually exists. Detailed consistency, including crossover-
cascade energy agreements, within the level structure results in Increased 
confidence in the nuclear level scheme, even for the gross features. Poor 
energy determinations can lead to gamma-ray misplacements, resulting in 
errors In the structure of the experimental level scheme and making It 
meaningless to attempt to consider theoretical Interpretations. 
Although this study answers many questions about the structure of 
these nuclei, It also leaves some Interesting problems unanswered. The 
1 gO 
allowed beta decay modes of Xe open very basic questions. Measurements 
to determine the actual spins of the 2337" and 2490-keV levels could give 
1 38 
a measure of the impurity of the isobaric analog resonance of the Xe 
1 38 ground state in Cs level structure. From a theoretical viewpoint, the 
calculation of transition probabilities would be interesting. Only a few 
configurations contribute to the allowed beta decay processes, hopefully 
making the calculation possible. 
Other Interesting calculations could be performed to simulate the 
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level structure in both '^^Cs and '^^Ba. Adding the Ih^^yg proton state 
into the three-configuration calculation might give some measure of where 
I mg 
the lower energy negative-parity states exist In Ba, or conversely if 
the negative-parity levels could be determined, the calculation would 
give some idea of the effective location of the Ih^^yg single-particle 
energy. 
1 38 The Cs level scheme is somewhat complex to be approached in a 
detailed calculation, but a simple approach could be made considering 
only the low-energy configurations. It would be interesting to determine 
1 38 if the ordering of the low-lying states in Cs could be reproduced by 
choosing the proper strength of the non-spin-dependent force relative to 
the spin-dependent force and to determine what effect configuration mixing 
might have on this ordering. Considering that no calculations such as 
1 38 the complete calculation performed by Wildenthal (I) for Ba exist, a 
simple calculation might have some utility. 
It would appear that the wealth of information already contained in 
the level schemes of ^^^Cs and ^^^Ba could be used in refining the present 
interpretations and theoretical approaches for these nuclei. Even so, it 
would be hoped that some of the level properties could be determined more 
definitely by additional conversion electron and angular correlation 
measurements. Even if this work, combined with the recent work of others, 
presents a rather consistent picture, there are some features remaining 
to be determined which may prove to be crucial in the detailed interpreta­
tion of the structures contained In these nuclei. 
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